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in McDuffee
Murder Case
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LEWISTON, MAIN

Students Campaign Against Question One

EMILY RAND
DEPUTY EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

In a verdict that marked the end of a threeyear legal battle, 22-year-old Brandon Thong¬
savanh was convicted last Thursday of fatally
stabbing Morgan McDuffee '02. Thongsavanh,
who has not yet been sentenced, faces 25 years
to life in prison for killing McDuffee during a
Mar. 3, 2002 street fight.
McDuffee, 22 at the time, was the captain
of the Bates Lacrosse team and engaged to be
married to Suzanna Andrew, another Bates stu¬
dent. McDuffee was out celebrating the first
game of the season with his brother and An¬
drew when a fight broke out between some of
his teammates and several strangers on Main
Street in downtown Lewiston. When McDuf¬
fee tried to intervene, witnesses said during the
trial, they saw Thongsavanh wade into the fight
and stab Mcduffee five times in the stomach,
chest and back.
The trial began three weeks earlier and
was Thongsavanh’s second trial for this crime.
The verdict in the original trial was overturned
See Thongsavangh, page 7

Alison Vander Zanden '06 and Amanda Harrow '06 help students register to vote as part of the Maine Won't Discriminate Campaign.

CONOR HURLEY
STAFF WRITER

The fight over Maine’s recently ap¬
proved law that extends anti-discrimina¬
tion protection to include sexual orienta¬
tion will culminate on Nov. 8, when voters
will decide the law’s fate. Since the bill
went into effect in March, its opponents

New Social Space to Open

have publicly voiced their disapproval
of the law and successfully collected the
50,000 signatures needed to bring the law
to a public referendum.
One of the most prominent among
the bill’s detractors is the Christian Civic
League, which headed the signature drive.
According to Tim Russell of the Christian
Civic League, “the people of Maine already

voted,” when they struck down similar
legislation in 1998 and 2000. “It’s very elit¬
ist and arrogant to keep questioning the
people,” continued Russell.
“It only lost by less than 1 percent,”
explained Erin Reed ’08, of the 2000 vote.
Maine residents, she believes, are becomSee Question One, page 8

Campus Responds to Overwhelming
Natural Disasters Through Donations

KIRSTEN TERRY
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR

After a year and a half of planning,
the renovated game room in the basement
of Chase Hall will open this week, and be
completely finished by winter semester. The
room has been converted to a social space
with a dance floor; lighting and DJ system;
beverage service area; and tables and chairs
for lounging. One ping-pong table and one
pool table will remain in the space. The
changes will still allow the bookstore to sell
textbooks in the space at the beginning of
each semester.
“This change came from years of frustra¬
tion of the game room being underfunded
and underutilized,” said Dean Keith Tannenbaum, Coordinator of Student Activities.
The new space can hold 125 people, and
will be available for reservation through a
system similar to the current blue-slip policy.
The blue-slip process will switch to an elec¬
tronic online approach next semester, said
Tannenbaum.
“You provide the kegs, we’ll provide
everything else,” said Tanenbaum. This of¬
fer includes a DJ, alternative beverages and
clean up assistance. Campus jobs will be
available for students to operate the sound
system as DJs and to monitor the space.
Liquor enforcement will be stricter in the
dance area than at parties held in college
housing lounges, explained Tannenbaum.
The school will hire security to help ensure

that underage drinking does not take place.
The suggestion to renovate the game
room came partially from “a demand for
more campus space to party,” said Jessica
Mellen, Residence Life and Student Activities
Assistant.
Functions in the new space will hold
more people than lounges, will be in a su¬
pervised place and will not encroach on
neighbors of the college. The room will be
available for reservation for large parties on
Fridays, Saturdays and possibly Thursdays.
“The aim is to get more people back on
campus,” continued Mellen.
The plans for the room were designed,
over a year ago, but funding did not become
available from the advancement office until
this summer. J.A.s and R.C.s gave the Student
Activities Office input to the design process
by choosing the red and gray colors for the
walls and the surface for the dance floor. A
variety of furniture and tables for the space
will arrive over the coming months.
The social space does not have a name
yet. A naming contest among the college
community will take place soon, said Tan¬
nenbaum.
Although some students complained last
year about the loss of gaming tables when
the plans to renovate the space were an¬
nounced last semester, Tannenbaum is con¬
fident the room will suit students’ needs.
“The number of people who used it as
a game room will increase once it becomes
this social space,” he said.

NEWS

EMMA HALAS O'CONNOR
STAFF WRITER

As students have been putting an effort
into the Katrina Relief Initiative, new natu¬
ral disasters have shaken other areas in the
world - leaving millions of people without
homes or basic necessities. International
agencies estimate that by winter, four mil¬
lion people will be homeless in Pakistan,
where the estimated death toll from the re¬
cent earthquake could be as high as 40 to
50,000. Declan Walsh of the Boston Globe
reported on one small hospital in Muzaffarabad, Pakistan where 3,000 patients, over
half of them children, lay mostly unattended
without enough medication.
The situation is very grim for Pakistani
survivors. Without enough medication and
potable water, residents face the looming
threat of typhoid and cholera. To exacerbate
the situation, Pakistanis are now facing ex¬
tremely cold temperatures; many have been
exposed to bitterly cold rain storms for the
past ten days without sufficient shelter. Warm
clothing, rain gear, blankets and tent dona¬
tions are now urgently needed in Pakistan.
Meanwhile, in Central America, an enor¬
mous number of people are also lacking the
bare necessities for survival due to Hurri¬
cane Stan, which swept away entire towns in
torrential rivers of mud. In Guatemala alone,
there are an estimated 2,000 dead, and

90,000 displaced people are now in shelters
that have no access to water or electricity.
The New England Cable News has al¬
ready featured Bates for its responsiveness
to these crises. Chaplain coordinator Rachel
Herzig and Professor Smriti Rao held a meet¬
ing at the Harward Center on Tuesday, Oct.
11, to address the need for a relief effort at
the college and in the Lewiston communi¬
ty. A diverse group of students and faculty
with a wide range of perspectives gathered
to discuss a plan of action for relief; among
the people present were Ijaz Shaft Gilani, a
visiting Fulbright professor of political and
social science from the International Islamic
University of Islamabad, Pakistan, and Arsalan Suhail, a freshman student from Pakistan.
There were also representatives from a vari¬
ety of student groups, including Bates Hillel
and the Mushahada Association.
The meeting first addressed a serious
need for awareness, as these disasters have
received surprisingly little attention in the
press, despite their staggering magnitude.
Students suggested approaching the Bates
community through e-mails or tabling. Sar¬
ah Saxe ’08, who is involved in the Katrina
Relief Initiative, pointed out that alternative
methods to collection jars would be needed
after so many students already donated to
victims in New Orleans. However, it was also
unanimously agreed that Bates could mainSee Earthquake and Hurricane, page 7
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FORIJM
Letters
A Clarification on General Education Requirements
To the Editor:
Bates students are understandably con¬
cerned about proposals for changes in
degree requirements that are now work¬
ing their way through faculty-student
committees and could be adopted by
the Faculty as a whole as early as this
February. That concern was reflect¬
ed in part by a story in the last issue of
The Bates Student for which we, Ma¬
rie Hemmelgarn and John Cole, were
interviewed as the reporter’s sole
sources. We’d like to try again in our own
more carefully chosen and process able
words to offer reassurance on four points.
First, whatever else happens, no cur¬
rently enrolled Bates students will be
compelled to satisfy any other require¬
ments' than those under which they have
matriculated, those stated in the 20042006 Catalog, pp. 25-26. If something
like the draft proposals that have
been circulated by the Committee is
eventually adopted by the Faculty as
a whole, there would also have to be
enabling legislation that would answer
the question of whether current students
would be allowed to elect to satisfy a new
set of degree requirements in place of the

old.
Second, the draft proposals are the re¬
sult of countless meetings of several ad
hoc groups and three formal committees. We
hope that we are getting close to
something presentable to the Facul¬
ty and defensible before it, but draft
proposals are still ‘only’ draft propos¬
als, subject to further revision by us
and then still further revision or re¬
jection by the full Faculty. We have
solicited student opinion, we remain open
to receiving other student comments,
criticisms and suggestions, and we will
do our best to preserve elements of
student choice under any new set of
requirements. The current draft may look
more prescriptive in certain respects,
but it is also more permissive in others..
Third, the draft proposals rep¬
resent a conscious attempt to find a more
satisfactory alternative to a distribu¬
tional scheme conceived in terms of the
conventional organization 6f the Faculty
into academic departments' and divisidns
(the Humanities, the' NthuM ^Sfcifehdes1-atad
Mathematics, and the Social Sciences).
The most vigorously debated aspect of
all this has been how best to ensure that
liberal arts undergraduates incorporate

Bates Needs to Decide:
Should We Have a Football Team?
or scientific pursuits. According to President
Alfred Bloom of Swarthmore College - the
institution that in dismantling its football
Bates College is in a period of transition. program set a precedent for other selective
As we pull our resources together to strength¬ small liberal arts colleges - approximately
en the academic program, improve our facili¬ 10-15 percent of each incoming class should
ties and institutionalize our commitment to be admitted with athletics as a priority and
the larger community, we must ask difficult no more. Admitting more students than this
questions. We must scrutinize the programs for athletics, Bloom argued, endangers the
that we support and eliminate those that no institution’s ability to effectively maintain a
longer serve us. We should strengthen our diversity of programs on campus.
resolve to excel in those programs to which,
In order to have a strong football pro¬
as a liberal arts college, we are most com¬ gram however, Bloom asserts that, “about
mitted and shift
ten percent
from others that
of the males
weigh heavily
in each in¬
on our institu¬
coming class
"Must we compromise other ath¬
tion.
have to be
To that end,
recruited
letic pursuits and academic pro¬
it is time to dis¬
for football”
mantle the Bates
(NYT, 2000).
grams because we are unwilling
College Football
If an institu¬
program. I pro¬
tion is go¬
to eliminate a sport that forces
pose this with
ing to abide
great
respect
by the 10-15
us to remain competitive at great
for the students,
percent rule,
sacrifice?"
faculty and staff
that leaves
long committed
little space
to Bobcat Foot¬
for students
ball.
Despite
invested in
myriad challeng¬
lacrosse, bas¬
es, the team has demonstrated great loyalty ketball, soccer or any other intercollegiate
and resolve - values that we would all ben¬ sport. Since that outcome is undesirable, se¬
efit from emulating in our own academic and lective small liberal arts colleges like Bates
athletic endeavors.
are at risk of over committing themselves to
To remain competitive in football, Bates’ athletics at the expense of other pursuits.
actual admissions standards risk being
Must we compromise other athletic pur¬
pulled away from announced admissions suits and academic programs because we are
standards. In Reclaiming the Game: College unwilling to eliminate a sport that forces us
Sports and Education Values, William G. to remain competitive at great sacrifice?
Bowen and Sarah A. Levin conclude, based
In the May 12 edition of the New York
on evidence accumulated from a number of Review of Books, Benjamin DeMott summa¬
selective small liberal arts colleges includ¬ rizes in his essay “Jocks and the Academy”
ing Bates, that nearly 45 percent of spots evidence compiled in Reclaiming the Game:
for males in each entering class and more College Sports and Educational Values. This
than 30 percent of spots for women have evidence compares the announced admis¬
been set aside in recent years for candidates sions standards of selective small liberal arts
whose chief achievement originates from
success in a sport rather than from academic
See Tackling the Football Question, page 4

coursework the sciences. No party to
this debate, meaning no member of the
General Education Committee, no other
member of the Faculty, and no admin¬
istrative officer of the College, would
advocate ‘backing away from the natu¬
ral sciences’ that have been an integral
and essential part of our curriculum. The
draft proposals do suggest something
other than the existing three-course re¬
quirement in the Division of the Natural
Sciences, and that has been and still
is controversial,
some
non-scientists
wondering why we would privilege the
sciences in a Quantitative and Scientific
Reasoning requirement and not, say, arts
or languages in something comparable,
while many scientists wonder why we
would ‘back away’ from the current
Divisional requirement.
Fourth, we have yet to make recom¬
mendations for the implementation of our
proposals, supposing their adoption, in
principle, but when we get to that, we
will do our best to anticipate students’ needs
and to serve students’ interests. Stay Tuned.
- Prof. John Cole
Marie Hemmelgarn '06

Abortion Must
be a Woman’s
Choice

ANDREW C. STOKES

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

E. ILHAIM ELHAMOUMI
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

What is the big deal about abortion? In
a country that prides itself on its
separation of state and religion, I tru¬
ly cannot comprehend why abortion is
such a controversial issue in the US. I
don’t even understand why it has
become an issue of political campaign¬
ing, and even a pre-requisite for Supreme
Court appointments.
Maybe it’s just
me, but I don’t think the President of
the United States or legislators should
decide on such a personal issue as
abortion.
Abortion should not be a politi¬
cal issue, because in its nature it is not.
Choosing to terminate a pregnancy is a wom¬
an’s personal choice, not the government’s.
Some campaigners argue that “abor¬
tion could be the new pill.” They have
“politicized” the issue so much that
they have really failed to recognize the
difficult decision that is to end a
life. After all, it is something growing
inside of you.
There have been a lot of demonstrative
statements in favor of a ban on abortion.
The advertisement of ultrasound pic¬
tures of developed fetuses is just one of
the approaches aimed at inflicting a sense
of guilt. Yet we never hear about the
stories of the women and teenage girls
who lost their jobs, or whose boyfriends
decide to leave after knowing about
their pregnancies. We never hear about
marriages ruined by unwanted* pregnan¬
cies. We never hear about women who
can’t even support themselves, nev¬
er mind taking up the responsibility of
bringing up a child alone.
Hence, I think that it is really shame¬
ful that one of the most democratic
countries in the world is even con¬
sidering restricting about 50% of its
See A Woman's Right to Choose, page 4
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Physical Plant
Too Slow to
Respond
MIKI SISCO
STAFF WRITER

A common rant that has come up in my
conversations with fellow Batesies has cen¬
tered on the following theme: Physical Plant
sucks! Stories of broken windows in the win¬
ter, busted doors with ineffective locks and
malfunctioning blinds have plagued most
of my friends over their years at Bates; the
most frustrating part of these problems has
been the ridiculous amount of time it took
Physical Plant to fix them. My own battle
began the day my roommate and I moved
back in this September and finally reached
its peak over the last two weeks. Over the
summer, an extensive amount of water dam¬
age resulted in large hole and several small¬
er openings running down my wall, ending
directly above of our electrical outlets. No
big deal, we thought, we’U just call Physi¬
cal Plant to come and fix it. I reported the
problem that very afternoon and was told
it might take some time, as they had many
reports of damage from over the summer.
This was understandable, but after a couple
of weeks with no sign of the hole packing its
bags, I phoned again. Someone had inspect¬
ed the wall, I was told, but nothing more
was done about it. One month later...
After the flooding in Maine a few week¬
ends ago, I came back from visiting my
boyfriend to discover a worrisome note on
our whiteboard from our neighbor directly
below us. I went downstairs with her to in¬
vestigate. The scene was complete devasta¬
tion; the rain had come down our hole and
through her ceiling, saturating her couch,
among many items, and creating a slight
stench of mildew. We were livid; I had called
Physical Plant a third time just a few days
ago to inquire on their progress. They could
have fixed it before it became a problem.
Physical Plant refused the idea that any stu¬
dent would call three times without getting
results. My neighbor was even scolded for
drying her soaked shoes out in the hallway
because it posed a fire hazard. It wasn’t until
parental phone calls were made to security
and housing that anything was done about
it.
While Physical Plant was completely
unresponsive for over a month, Erin Fos¬
ter came through beautifully for us. She
offered our neighbor, my roommate, and I
alternate housing until the damage could be
fixed, and within a day or so had Physical
Plant finally grace us with their presence.
The actual workers who fixed the exterior
and interior damage were friendly too, and
by their low whistles and shaking heads
upon inspecting the damage, I suspect they
were not the employees who ignored our
complaints for so many weeks. While I am
pleased with the housing office’s response
to our problem, I am appalled with Physical
Plant, most especially because I know this
behavior is typical of them. Whenever the
subject is approached with friends and class¬
mates, I seldom fail to hear of other hor¬
ror stories ranging from broken ceiling tiles
to wrecked furniture; what’s more, Physical
Plant is consistently unresponsive to the stu¬
dents’ concerns.
I have always been convinced that the
responsiveness of a business to its customer
is often linked to several factors including
gender and age. For instance, a professional
forty-year-old man is likely to be taken more
seriously than an eighteen-year-old female
student, although ideally both deserve the
same amount of respect. The majority of
Bates students are legally adults and be that
the case or not, we should be able to contact
Physical Plant about a problem and expect
an attempt to fix it without having to have our
“Daddies” call for us. Further, for the tuition
See Physical Plant Problems, page 5
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Riding the Bus:
Digitz
A Tale of Woe
TOM FLANAGAN

head directly in the face of whoever is sit¬
ting behind you. And don’t try to justify it
with that “Well, that person can just recline,
As fun and relaxing as
too...” logic, because it goes down the line
a well-timed vacation like like dominos until it reaches that one guy in
last week’s “October break”
the back of the bus, with the back of his seat
(which I found myself hav¬
pressed firmly against the rear wall. I’ve been
ing to justify to everyone
that guy and it’s miserable, so for the sake of
who saw me around town) your neighbors please sacrifice the miniscule
can be, I usually enjoy them about half as
comfort you’d gain
much as I should be¬
(it reclines like 15
cause they are capped
degrees tops).
on each end by one
When catch¬
of the worst experi¬
"I am no longer 5’2”, so
ing one of these
ences imaginable: rid¬
buses, as with al¬
ing the bus.
those “huge” seats now
most every other
I don’t know ex¬
aspect of my life,
make me feel like Andre
actly what point in
I am typically run¬
my life it was that rid¬
late. Being
the Giant and I’m just aver¬ ning
ing a Greyhound bus
among the last in¬
over great distances
dividuals to board
age height."
beqame a nightmare.
the bus almost ev¬
In middle school they
ery time I ride it, I
carjied me to Que- ,, ,
have noticed that,
• JVijliamsburg ,, | , f ; : .
contrary to what I
?pd Wafsttifigtpp, P/C.,;)1 ,
i
,
learned in junior high, the back of the bus is
I thought it was the coolest way to travel not the cool place to sit. The open seats are
huge, comfortable reclining seats and even a
always down at the very back, often forcing
bathroom in the back. From the perspective
me to be that guy who is unable to recline;
of a pre-teen, nothing could be better.
sitting with my back against a wall while the
A few things have changed since then.
character in front of me gets to lean back¬
I am no longer 5’2”, so those “huge” seats
ward until we’re basically spooning.
now make me feel like Andre the Giant and
As bad as that is, though, sitting right
I’m just average height. I pity those of you
next to the bathroom is by far the worst pun¬
out there who are actually tall. It’s also im¬
ishment for being the last one to board the
possible to get truly comfortable since the
bus. I try to make eye contact with every guy
elimination of swish pants from the socially
that makes his way toward the bathroom so
acceptable wardrobe. On this last trip in par¬
I can give the “Do the right thing, we’re all
ticular, I would have given anything to be
in this together...” face. I know immediately
small enough to assume the fetal position in
what I’m dealing with because when met
my seat and be wearing a Charlotte Plornets
with such a face, a bathroom-bound passen¬
swish warm-up suit. That’s true comfort.
ger will do one of the following: he’ll either
The whole idea of the seats reclining
give a comforting nod or smile to say, “Don’t
should have a huge asterisk next to it. To
fully recline one of those seats is to put your
See Sitting in the Back is No Longer Cool, page 5
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iThink: Reflections on iPods
GEOFF BEDROSIAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

I think that iPods are awesome. Mine has
10GB of music (only-half capacity), which is
like 2,500 trillion songs or something like
that. Besides the obvious convenience of
storing dozens of albums on one device, the
“pod” is just straight sexy. I’ve been buying
black Sony-style electronics since I was in
fifth grade, and the changeover to white has
rocked my portable music world.
iPods kick ass, and right now you’re
nodding your head and thinking to yourself,
“Hell yea! My iPod is kick ass.” But, like any
drug or SNL skit from the 90’s - too much
of a good thing can quickly become a bad
thing. We’ve all seen this happen, the lone
speed-walker, bolting between classes, walk¬
ing to the beat of the world’s fastest castanets
solo, twin white ear-buds wedged securely
in his inner ear. And it’s not just him, its all
of us - in the gym, at the library, on a run,
riding a bike. It seems there’s no solitary ac¬
tivity too small or too short to warrant iPod
usage.
I can’t help but wonder, why has every¬
one become so “plugged in” to their iPods?
I can think of three reasonable explanations;
we A) like music so much that we just can’t
get enough of it, B) have caught onto a pop¬
ular trend and are holding tight, and/or C)
are trying to escape from our present activity
through the device. I don’t think A is the
answer, since portable music devices have
been available in much less expensive forms

for a long time (remember Ace of Base - “I
Saw the Sign”? Ah the memories). B might
be true, but if so I’m willing to play along
like it’s a popped collar or some other trivial
flare of fashion. However, C is what really
worries me - is a solitary walk across cam¬
pus really something that we need to escape
from? I think this explanation takes us close,
but not quite to the heart of the matter. Ul¬
timately, what I think we’re escaping from
is ourselves, using distractions like iPods to
ease the discomfort of being alone.
I don’t want you to stop enjoying your
iPod any less than I want to stop enjoying
mine. Music is great, and can provide a
wonderful soundtrack to an otherwise tire¬
some day. But it is no substitute for true
peace of mind. Walking alone, even if brief,
can be a great time for self-reflection and in
my opinion, crucial to maintaining a calm
and composed mind amid the stress of aca¬
demic life. If we over-indulge in our iPods
we risk losing the best of our precious few
minutes in transit, sabotaging our awareness
and resulting in an inability to realize the
peace within ourselves.
So I challenge you, and me, and the per¬
son reading this over your shoulder to ac¬
tively work toward your own inner peace
while passing through campus. Take the ef¬
fort to really look around you and reflect on
your own passage. Maybe, as was the case
for me, you’ll happen to catch a squirrel tak¬
ing a crap, and it’ll make you laugh.

The number of days a cunning rat out¬
smarted scientists. The rat was released
on a deserted island off New Zealand and
evaded traps, baits and sniffer dogs be¬
fore being captured four months later on
a neighboring island.

33,000
The amount of money, in dollars, that
you can pay for a lunch date with Rupert
Murdoch. The money from the rendez¬
vous with the media mogul will go to the
Jerusalem College of Technology.

4
The number of weeks left until Thanks¬
giving break. Let the countdown begin.

7,000
The amount of money, in dollars, that
a Toronto lawyer won at the annual World
Rock Paper Scissors championship this
weekend. About 500 competitors from as
far away as Australia, New Zealand, Nor¬
way, the United Kingdom, as well as 26
U.S. states and five provinces, came to
throw their hands toward greatness. The
winning throw was paper.

81
The number of years that Lenin’s body
has remained embalmed and on display
in the Red Square Mausoleum in Moscow.
Flowever, a debate has begun in Russia
about whether it is time to bury the mum¬
mified corpse of the founder of Russian
Communism. Embalming for permanent
public display is a predominantly commu¬
nist affair - China’s Mao Zedong, Ho Chi
Minh of Vietnam, Kim II Sung of North Ko¬
rea have all been embalmed for display.

62
The amount in dollars you have to pay
to buy a ‘Keg Man’ costume. The costume
holds 16 ounces of beer and is a top seller
at Halloween Express, a chain of stores
that specializes in Halloween costumes.

20,000
The amount of money, in dollars, that
Wal-mart a heiress allegedly paid to her
roommate for writing her papers and
completing her assignments. Elizabeth
Laurie Paige returned her diploma to the
University of Southern California follow¬
ing allegations that she cheated her way
through school.
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Tackling the
Football Question

The Three Rings of
Pettengill Purgatory
ANDREA LICHTMAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

We’ve all experienced that moment. That
moment of pure where-did-my-$42,000-go
frustration. You’re in Pettengill and it’s 3
a.m. You’ve had two cups of coffee and a
Red Bull. You’ve played at least two hours
of procrastination solitaire. And you’ve fi¬
nally finished that 15-page masterpiece.
File, Print..., OK. You’re done at last.
...Or are you?
You drag your utterly exhausted body
over to the printer only to realize that the
evil gods who dwell in the rafters of P-Gill
have sentenced you to printer malfunction
purgatory. Dun, dun, DUN!
There are three potential levels of this
purgatory. If your sins are mild, you will
dwell in “paper jam” purgatory. This means
that if you can find it within yourself to roll
up your sleeves, reach deep into the bow¬
els of the printer and wrestle with crumpled
shreds of paper for the next ten minutes,
then you may be able to print that master¬
piece after all.
Stage two of printer malfunction purga¬
tory, for those of you who have been a bit
naughtier over the weekend, is “load paper”
purgatory. Of course, the gods who rule
over “load paper” purgatory never, NEVER
leave additional packages of paper lying
around. Did you think purgatory was easy?
Now, to move out of “load paper” purgatory
requires a bit more effort than is demanded
of our mild sinners in “paper jam” purgatory.
You must scour the building high and low
looking for secret stashes of the white stuff.
Maybe you have that special key to a psych
lab. Maybe you know that always-prepared
guy who hangs out in the atrium with white
paper in his backpack. Or maybe you just
decide to dig into the recycling bin and print
on the unused side of someone else’s flip¬
pantly discarded printouts. Who cares if the
other side has hot photos of J-Lo? Will your
prof really notice? There’s still a chance for
you to get out of here in the next 15 min¬

utes.
But now, now my sinners, we come to
the third and worst level of purgatory - that
stage of “TONER OUT.” Yes, if you end up
in “toner out” purgatory you must have been
a very, very bad boy or girl, indeed. For no
amount of scrounging or begging can re¬
place a toner cartridge. Not at 3 a.m., my
friend. Even that kid in the atrium with the
paper doesn’t carry toner around. Maybe
you feebly remove the toner cartridge and
give it a shake, hoping somewhere, lodged
in a corner, there’s enough ink to print your
paper. But it won’t work. It’s just the sleep
deprivation tricking you. So you must give
up. The gods in “toner out” purgatory have
won. Time to “log off” of life and make your
fiery way to hell.. .1 mean, Coram. Here, the
area monitor will watch over you. Watch for
what, you ask? No one really knows. But
he’s watching and I think he keeps a pitch
fork under the desk. Finally, your electronic
masterpiece makes its way to paper. Ahhh,
victory! But by now it’s past 4 a.m. and
the chances of you waking up to hand that
baby in at 8 a.m.? Very slim. And the ques¬
tion that you ask over and over is: “Where
did my $42,000 go?”
Is it really that hard to make sure that
the biggest and most-used academic build¬
ing on campus after the library is adequately
equipped with printing supplies? Is that so,
very difficult? And why do we have a moni¬
tor sitting in Coram with about 20 comput¬
ers when P-Gill has twice as many and more
students using them? And why does Coram
have four printers when P-Gill only has two?
These are the questions that plague me at 3,
4, 5 a.m. as I toil in P-Gill printing purgatory.
And I am not alone. I watch as poor soul
after poor soul eagerly approaches that holy
finish line of the printer only to turn around
with a look of pain that says, “I have just
been sentenced to printer malfunction pur¬
gatory.” So the moral, my friends: be very
good this week because the P-Gill printer
gods are watching you and you don’t want
to mess with them.

A Woman's
Right to Choose
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

population from the right to choose re¬
garding the issue of abortion. And on
what grounds? Religious principles? Morals?
Well, something that all of us Ameri¬
cans take pride in is our cultural and
religious diversity.
We are not all
Christians. We are not all Jewish, and we
are not all Muslims. We don’t even have
the same morals and values, much less
the
same
opinions.
Therefore,
I
think that in a country that strives to
maintain its secularism, it is abso¬
lutely ridiculous
to
even
consider
implementing a ban on abortion.
Why do we need a ban? Why do we
need to impose the beliefs and morals of
a few on all American women? Why not
leave it free for a woman to choose whether
or not she wants to terminate her preg¬
nancy based on what SHE personally
believes. Whatever decision she makes,
she will be the only one responsible for it.
I would just like to stress that this does
not mean in any way that women will be
less vigilant in terms of making sure
that they avoid unwanted pregnancies.
Making abortion illegal would only
“result in women resorting to illegal

abortions or paying to have them
abroad,” says Anne Quesney, who is the
director of the campaign group Abor¬
tion Rights. So why push half of our
population to take such drastic measures?
Throughout most of Europe, governments
and their constituents have agreed on a
pro-choice
approach
concerning
abortion. Even several countries across the
Arab Muslim world, such as Morocco, have
long had a legalized status concerning
abortion. Hence, it is time for us to take
matters into our hands and decide on
issues
concerning
our
daily
lives
ourselves. The United States of America is a
country where people are able to
lead their lives as they see fit. It is a
country that prides itself for its free¬
doms and its civil rights. Hence, I
think that it is really unfair and intrusive
on the part of our government to attempt
to take away a woman’s right to choose.
Finally, while you may never have un¬
dergone an abortion yourself, have never
known anyone who has and don’t think
it will ever affect you, I encourage you
to start talking and thinking about
this issue, because in this world, you
really never know.

i

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

schools to extensive information amassed
about recruiting practices since the 1980s,
detailed data derived from the surveyed
schools about the students entering in 1995
and about the entire admissions pool of
those schools in 1999- The evidence estab¬
lishes that:
• Applicants identified as top prospects
by coaches and included on lists of priority
candidates submitted by athletic departments
to admissions committees have a significant
“admissions advantage.”
• Nearly half of all recruited athletes are
drawn from the lower end of the SAT distri¬
bution of the applicant pool - a group from
which few candidates or none lacking ath¬
letic prowess ever gain admission.
• Four-fifths of recruited male athletes
and about half of recruited female athletes
at highly selective institutions rank academi¬
cally in the bottom third of their undergradu¬
ate class.
• Recruited athletes earn “far Tower
grades than what might be expected on the
basis of their incoming academic credentials
and demographic characteristics.”
• Colleges that conduct studies of how
recruited athletes behave find that they are
“about twice as likely as the student body
as a whole to receive ‘discuss/warnings’ [for
behavior] and [are] more likely than the stu¬
dent body to be found culpable of multiple
offenses, and receive probation, suspension,
or expulsion.” They are also “three times as

likely to be found to commit honor code vio¬
lations [i.e., cheating] than the student body
as a whole.”
Bates is one of the schools from which
these statistics were derived. We at Bates
should be seriously concerned to be includ¬
ed among the liberal arts schools DeMott
profiles. The statistics are troublesome and
require close and immediate scrutiny by the
trustees, faculty and administration.
To this end, I propose the creation of
an ad-hoc committee, to be comprised of
a widely representative cross-section of the
Bates community, that will be charged with
reviewing Bates' admissions policy, recruit¬
ment practices and resource distribution
among our athletic programs.
I consider the recommendation to elimi¬
nate football at Bates a pragmatic proposal.
My intention is not to detract from or offend
our long and proud history of excellence in
athletics at Bates. Our college is a small liber¬
al arts school with a limited endowment and
must choose wisely in investing resources.
Monies presently dedicated to football could
be diverted to other athletic programs at
Bates and additionally to creative and nontraditional academic pursuits that are either
underfinanced or do not exist.
Disclaimer: I take full responsibility for
the contents of this letter as a student of
Bates College and not as the Vice-President
of the BCSG. This letter does not represent
the views of the BCSG or any other entity at
Bates College.

BATES RATES
Campaign for No
on Question 1

f

Are there actually
other questions?

Earthquake Relief
Donations
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We're 0 for 2 on
disaster relief
fundraising.

Half-Sized Coat
Room

J,

Students are
encouraged to
hang their coats
on the tree outside
Commons.

Deadline to Drop
Courses is Friday

4, f

You may be going
down in flames, but
at least there's still
time to bail out.

FORUM

Sitting in the Back is
No Longer Cool
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

worry buddy, this will be a quick trip,” or
he’ll look away in shame. As a passenger
seated directly next to the bathroom, seeing
the shameful look-away is a death sentence.
I lean as far from the bathroom as possible
and hate myself for never packing Febreze
in my backpack.
Some may ask why I continue to ride
the bus so frequently if I despise the experi¬
ence so much. The answer actually has sev¬
eral parts. One reason is that I don’t own
my own car, and although stealing one of
my family members’ has definitely crossed
my mind after particularly terrible experienc¬

es on the bus, so far I have always decided
that it wouldn’t be totally worth it in the end.
Another reason is that due to a little run-in
with a school bus my senior year that may or
may not have sent a student to the hospital
on a stretcher, insuring me as a driver costs
what would be considered, in some circles,
“a small fortune.” Needless to say, I won’t be
cruising to and from Bates in my own car
any time soon. For the time being I’ll con¬
tinue to mooch rides off my friends as much
as possible. When that’s not an option and I
do need to take the bus, I’ll just thank God
that I didn’t go to Colby.

Question on the Quad
If you were teaching a class at the
attraction academy entitled "power
flirting," what would be on your syllabus?
"Eye contact: the
mechanism of
connection."
Matt Gerety '06
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Physical Plant Problems
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

we and our parents are paying, we should
expect to reside in rooms that have no snow
streaming through the window or gaping
holes exposing the skeletal wooden boards
within our walls; at the very least, we should
have these problems addressed when they
do arise. Students’ health and safety should
not be at risk, especially while living at one
of the top liberal arts schools in the country.
No student at any college should lie awake
at night wondering whether they might not
go crashing through the floor for a midnight
visit to their neighbor’s room, have their elec¬
tronics short out during the next rainstorm,
or be sent to the health center because the
amount of mildew seeping into their dorm
could aggravate their asthma. Realistically,
dorm damage is going to happen. What is
unacceptable is having to badger them for a

month and only when the situation has be¬
come a major issue will they acknowledge it.
Either Physical Plant needs to learn to priori¬
tize their work orders or the college needs
to find the means to allocate enough money
to hire more plant employees. The primary
focus of Bates College should be its students
and their welfare; in most respects 1 would
say that is rarely neglected. However, it sends
a very unconcerned message when a fresh¬
man is shivering under her blankets at night
because her window is broken and no one
has bothered to come fix it, or a college em¬
ployee snaps at a student for drying out her
shoes which wouldn’t be wet if the school
had taken responsibility to begin with. We
deserve the maintenance of reasonably safe
and comfortable living arrangements which
reflect the concern Bates claims to have for
its students.

We're now online @
www,thebatesstudcnt.com

Besides articles, look for the following
features in the coming weeks:
* Expanded photo galleries
* Polls
* Archives (back to 2003)
* Classifieds
* Message boards
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Bentley Business Gateway.
It’s a better answer than
“I don’t know.”

"Smelling like a
winner."
Greg Henkes '08

So what are you doing after graduation? If you think you might be interested

"My milkshake
brings all
the boys to
Pettengill."

in a business career, we have three words for you: Bentley Business Gateway.
Our new summer immersion program is designed to put non-business majors
on the fast track toward a graduate business degree in Accountancy, Finance,
Financial Planning, Marketing Analytics, Real Estate Management or Taxation.
Offered by one of New England’s leading business universities, the Bentley
Business Gateway program enables you to:

Anna Schechter '06

• Complete the prerequisites for a Master of Science in just one summer
• Enter the Bentley MS program of your choice without taking the GMAT
• Complete your Bentley MS program in as little as one year, including an internship
• Investigate business careers, network with faculty and business leaders and
participate in social and cultural events on campus and in the Boston area.

"Loving yourself
before you can
love others."

You may be graduating from college fluent in
the language of William Shakespeare, Adam
Smith or Sir Isaac Newton. Now, in just one
summer, Bentley will prepare you to speak the
language of finance, marketing and accounting

Maddy O'Donnell '07

_hr_
BENTLEY
McCALLUM GRADUATE
SCHOOL of BUSINESS

Business in a Whole New Light'
Learn more about the Bentley Business Gateway at the Graduate School Fair

Reporting and photos by Samuel Haaz '06

at the Gray Athletic Building on October 25 from 11:00am -1:30pm
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Pro-Life Speaker Supports Alternatives to Abortion

"Progressive
Democrat," 2006
Senate Candidate
Shares Vision
KIRSTEN TERRY
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR

MEG KINNEY / THE BATES STUDENT
Olivia Gans, who had an abortion in 1981, now regrets the decision and speaks to women about other options.

ALI MORRIS
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Olivia Gans, a traveling pro-life speaker
and a member of the National Rights to Life
Organization, came to Chase Hall on Wednes¬
day, Oct. 16, to speak to an audience of Bates
students—most of which were unsurprisingly
women. As an advocate firmly planted against
a woman’s right to abortion, Gans was met
with an inquisitive audience eagerly awaiting
to hear her side of the ever-present, on-going
debate.
Gans began by telling her own story. In
1981, at the age of 22, Gans found herself in
an unexpected pregnancy situation. Feeling as
though she had no other option, she immedi¬
ately decided to have an abortion. It was not
until afterward that she regretted the decision.

Starting in 1983, Gans began to speak to
world-wide audiences about the benefits of
keeping the child. “There is no failure in preg¬
nancy!” said Gans. “That means the woman’s
ovaries and fallopian tubes are working just
fine.” Gans found that the abortion process “not
only dehumanized the possibility of a child, but
herself.” Eighty percent of women who have
had abortions suffer from psychic trauma as a
result. In fact, abortion is considered to be a
form of posttraumatic stress.
“You can’t just walk away from an abor¬
tion,” said Gans. Usually, women go through
this trauma six months to a year after the proce¬
dure. For others, it can take up to 10 years. This
could happen in certain cases after a woman
is married and is unsuccessful at giving birth.
She is reminded of the experience and feels as
though she is being “punished” for her past.

Since Gans felt like she had no other choice
but to abort her baby, she is trying to serve as
an alternative voice to those who want to keep
the baby. While she wishes she had felt like
she had more options, she is trying to provide
these options for others today.
Much of the reason she felt like she did
not have another option was because in many
cases, “abortion is being sold. Groups like APA
and AMA have had programs endorsing abor¬
tion.” Due to the health risks of abortions, Gans
finds it incredible that “institutions [endorsing
abortion] are able to keep a straight face.”
“I don’t want women to say ‘I want to harm
my body in order to move forward.’ Until we
say, ‘I am a woman, I have a uterus, I could get

Jean Hay Bright, currently the only Dem¬
ocratic candidate in the 2006 Maine U.S. Sen¬
ate election, spoke in Muskie Archives Oct.
11 to a small audience. Bright is running
for the position held by Republican incum¬
bent Olympia Snowe. “I think the people of
Maine are ready for a progressive democrat,”
she told students. The Bates Democrats and
the Student Government co-sponsored her
appearance.
r“I’cj Jike to talk to you today about chang¬
ing America,” began Bright, an organic farm¬
er from the Bangor area who is now work¬
ing full-time on her campaign. Her speech
focused on the shift she has seen in deci¬
sions made by the U S. government since
the 1950s and ’60s. “This is not the America I
grew up in,” she continued.
She contrasted the attention given to the
March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom
in 1963 with the minimal media coverage of
the anti-war march in D.C. that took place
on Sept. 24 of this year, blaming the differ¬
ence on “the consolidation of the media and
their commensurate control of the national
message.”
Bright called incumbent Snowe a “Bush
enabler,” who has a reputation as a moder¬
ate, but “votes against things that are wrong
when they lose, but votes for the wrong
things when they win.” She cited Snowe’s
See Senate, page 8

See Pro-Life, page 7

Thesis Talk: Triple Major Nate Stambaugh
SCOTT PRIEST
DEPUTY EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

While many seniors are still clamoring
to complete science classes for their general
education requirements, one member of the
class of 2006 has had to take as many as six
classes in a semester to fit in all the science
he can handle.
In the process, Nate Stambaugh has
qualified himself for a triple major—math¬
ematics, physics and chemistry—and has
managed to come out from it without look¬
ing like the caffeine-aided overachiever you
might expect from his resume.
While many interdisciplinary or double
majors seek ways to find bridges between
their majors and links in subject material for
thesis purposes, Stambaugh has had to find
a subject that would adequately suit three
disciplines.
Stambaugh, with the aid of his three
thesis advisors, Peter Wong of mathematics,
Mark Semon of physics and Matthew Cote
of chemistry and John Rhodes, who is on
a leave of absence, came to the subject of
symmetry.
“Basically what I’m doing is looking into
the parameters and applications of symme¬
try in advanced algebra and physics, and
applying It later on to chemistry,” says Stam¬

baugh.
With
three
different subjects
to weave, Stam¬
baugh was re¬
quired to petition
Bates to register
for two theses
at a time. They
are
delineated
as a combina¬
tion of physics
and chemistry as
a full-year topic,
while his math
work should cul¬
minate in a onesemester, wholly
separate paper.
“But I’d like it
to be able to. go a
full year, if they’ll
let me. There’s a
lot of math to define if .they want me to re¬
ally go in depth,” says Stambaugh, a Rhinebeck, NY native.
After defining and exploring the sym¬
metry of math, Stambaugh wants to apply
it to the world of nanoparticles—micro¬
scopic artificial particles which can now be
made to fit particular dimensions, and can

be made with rela¬
tive regularity. Cote
is even attempting
to construct them
here at Bates, with¬
out the same techni¬
cal equipment found
at a major research
university, while also
pursuing the subject
of nanodots with
thesis advisee Helen
Minsky, according to
Stambaugh.
The
long-term
hope is that, after
making gains in the
symmetry
portion,
he can apply his
knowledge and prin¬
ciples of physics to
the construction of
these nanoparticles.
Then, after observing how the nanoparticles
respond to shining lights or particular wave¬
lengths at different places in the particle, a
theory suggests that one would be able to
manipulate these nanoparticles for certain
purposes.
One purpose? Making progress in the ef¬
fort to find a Cure for cancer.

“The theory goes that if all this other stuff
works like we think it might, that we would
be able to find a nanoparticle with a certain
wavelength of light applied to it that could
burn cells it was attached to,” Stambaugh
confidently and calmly explains. “So, if the
cells were cancerous, you might be able to
insert these nanoparticles into the body and
shine the light on them creating the desired
effect without, since the nanoparticles are
artificial, making any other changes within
the body.”
The chances that his thesis makes any
serious gains in the cure for cancer?
“Slim to none,” says Stambaugh with a
smile.
But he may make some serious contri¬
butions to science along the way, which is
impressive enough at a small liberal arts col¬
lege like Bates. Though Stambaugh is not
at a major research university, he thinks his
time at Bates will work towards his ultimate
goal better anyway.
“Part of my reasoning, other than being
really interested in this, is that doing a triple
major and such a rigorous thesis will get the
attention of some of the grad schools I’m
looking at more than a double major or a
high GPA might.” At the top of his list are
Harvard, MIT and Princeton; the University
See Thesis Talk, page 8
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Goundie Speaks with BCSG
about Student Behavior
KIRSTEN TERRY
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR

Much of the BCSG meeting on Oct. 17
was spent in a discussion between members
of the assembly and Tedd Goundie, Dean of
Students. Goundie attended the meeting in
hopes of gathering student feedback about
his belief that the campus has become a less
respectful place since he began working
at the college at the beginning of the last
school year.
“The start of the school year felt different
this year,” explained Goundie while intro¬
ducing his concerns. “There was a negative
shift.”
Goundie cited a lack of students respect¬
ing each other, the mistreatment of Com¬
mons workers and hurtful language such as
racist, homophobic and misogynistic phrases
being used as things he has noticed increas¬
ing on campus.
“There has also been a lot more unsafe
drinking going on,” Goundie said. More stu¬
dents have gone to the hospital for problems
involving alcohol in the first two months of
this year than all of the last school yeat hkribined, he continued.
Goundie asked students if they too had
noticed changes on campus and if so, what
they thought might change this climate. “I’m
looking for a way to interrupt this behavior
and bring Bates back to the way we think of
it,” he said.
“This message is not particularly pointed
at first-years,” Goundie continued. Though

he said issues in Smith have been “more than
I saw last year.”
Several students agreed to some degree
with Goundie’s assessment. “I think it’s a
different climate this year,” said BCSG Presi¬
dent Ryan Nabulsi ’06. He spoke about how
a Commons staff member recently told him
about harassment from students.
“I see a difference in the relationship be¬
tween the administration and students,” said
BCSG Treasurer Vaibhav Bajpai ’07. “The ad¬
ministration is becoming more adversarial,"
he continued.
Goundie suggested that older students
try to set an example for those who are
younger. “If you hear someone speaking
disrespectfully, stop and say to them ‘Hey,
we don’t call each other that here,”’ said
Goundie.
Members also heard a presentation from
Sarah Stone ’06, who suggested the govern¬
ment pass a resolution supporting the No on
Question 1 effort at the next meeting. A sim¬
ilar bill was already passed by the University
of Southern Maine's student government.
“This would send a strong message to the
colk-gl iirfimiimity... by making a statement
in support of No on 1 and against discrimi¬
nation,” said Stone. A resolution like this will
be more powerful if it is cosponsored by
over 50 students, said President Nabulsi.
Later, the assembly passed a motion to
give $1000 from the BCSG budget to the Stu¬
dent Activities Office in order for the New
York Times to continue to be delivered daily
to Chase Hall.
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BCSG Debates Changes to
Academic Bill of Rights, Votes
to Oppose Question One
IRIS LIM
STAFF WRITER

BCSG’s weekly meeting was held in the
Skelton Lounge on Oct. 24. The main issues
that were brought up dealt with the a reso¬
lution to express the BCSG’s opposition to
question 1 and a bill to clarify the Academic
Bill of Rights.
The resolution, which was sent out to
the student body through e-mail, express¬
ing opposition to question 1 was passed
quickly and unanimously by BCSG. One
amendment to the resolution was proposed
by Class of '09 co-President Paul Suitter to
add Michael Heath and the Christian Civic
League to the list of people to receive the
passed resolution. It was also made clear
that there should be a statement that BCSG’s
reason for opposing question 1 was not tied
in any way with a political ideology.
“ This is an affirmation of general human
values,” said Vaibhav Bajpai ’07.
The resolution concerning the Academic
Bill of Rights was much more contested.
Class of ’08 Representative at Large Jason
Buxbaum proposed a resolution to clarify
the Academic Bill of Rights that was passed
last year by BCSG during Short Term.
The Academic Bill of Rights is a bill
supported by a group of students called
Students for Academic Freedoms. Started

Pro-Life Speaker Discusses Experience
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6
pregnant’ we are second class citizens. We are
second class citizens until that is done.”
One out of every three people that would
have been in our generation has died because
of abortion, according to Gans. “We leave you
a legacy without your peers,” she said. “I am
old enough to be the mother of every person
in this room.”
Gans told the audience that her child would
have graduated from college in the last year if
she had decided to have the baby.
After Gans’ closing remarks, the remaining
time was spent answering questions. The de¬
bate became extremely heated when students
began asking about more controversial issues.
One particularly common question was
why women should not be allowed to have an
abortion, despite the woman’s own feelings on

the matter. To Gans, it came down to the issue
of equality. In her eyes, a person is considered
a person at conception and just like one cannot
get rid of a living person because he or she is
“a nuisance” to another, one cannot get rid of a
child because it is inconvenient.
Another student brought up the “Mexico
City Policy,” first initiated under President
Reagan’s administration, of removing funding
from groups who promote abortion in other
nations.
After the two and a half hour lecture finally
came to a close, audience member Liz Murphey ’08 shared her thoughts about the lecture.
“Gans had good ideas about informing women
on their options. However, I think many stu¬
dents disagreed with her about not including
abortion in women’s choices. While she took
questions, she listened to them but didn’t an¬
swer the question asked. Even though she en-

couraged dialogue, she didn’t allow for much
dialogue other than her own.”
Senior Jessica Edgerly had a similar reac¬
tion. “While I was glad for an abortion rhetoric
from the right that demonstrated more intellec¬
tual depth than the ‘baby killer’ chants often
quoted, I was disappointed that some of the
debate following the lecture did become more
defensive without each side fully hearing each
other out. However, overall, I was glad for a re¬
newed debate on the issue that is not as black
and white and as polarized as the pro-life and
pro-choice camps.”
Gans welcomed the students’ questions,
even if they were against her opinions.
“College students care about things. Their
lives are most closely connected to the issue of
abortion. I love the debate, even if it becomes
heated. The worst thing for a college to do is
not talk about serious issues," she said.

Guilty Verdict Reached in Thongsavanh Trial
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
by the Maine Supreme Judicial Court because
Thongsavanh’s lawyers argued that an inflam¬
matory slogan on the defendant’s shirt the night
of the crime may have negatively influenced
jurors. Thongsavanh’s original sentence was
58 years, but that sentence may be lengthened
because of the defendant’s behavior between
trials, Assistant Attorney General Lisa Marchese
said, (www.mainetoday.com) While awaiting
his second trial, records show that Thongsavanh was involved in an attack in which an¬
other inmate’s throat was slit.
Thongsavanh’s sentencing may also be af¬
fected by his decision to testify as a witness.
On the witness stand, Thongsavanh testified
that he was innocent, an assertion that many
jurors may not have found believable. Since
he was ultimately found guilty, Thongsavanh’s

claims that he was innocent qualify as lying un¬
der oath which could increase the length of his
sentence.
During Thongsavanh’s testimony, he said
that he had been through several juvenile de¬
tention centers when he was younger because
he liked to fight, but that he had settled down
when his son was bom. Speaking specifically
to his involvement in the fatal incident, Thong¬
savanh said he was present at the fight, but left
before the stabbing and only learned about it
later. He claimed he lied to police about his
presence at the fight because he didn’t want to
get involved. Other witnesses told police that
he had not been there, he said, in an attempt to
make him look like he had something to hide
and frame him for the crime.
On the night of the stabbing, Thongsa¬
vanh, 19 at the time, went to a party in Auburn
where witnesses say they saw him playing with

a knife. As the night progressed, Thonsavanh
and some of his friends jumped in an SUV and
headed across town. The defendant said he
recalled someone telling him “there’s a fight.”
McDuffee’s fiancee, Suzanna Andrew, tes¬
tified that she was with McDuffee when she
ran over and told the strangers that they had
“done enough” and that she had called the po¬
lice. Next, she said, she saw McDuffee yelling
on the bank and then lying on the ground. “I
never saw him fighting,” Andrews stated.
After 13 hours of deliberations spread out
over three days, the jury finally reached its de¬
cision to convict Thongsavanh of murder at
3:35 p.m., Thursday, Oct. 20.
Justice Ellen Gorman said Thongsavanh’s
sentencing will take place in November. For
now, Thongsavanh will return to the Maine
State Prison.

by conservative thinker David Horowitz,
the bill states that students have the right
to have their opinions respected and that
a professor’s ideology cannot interfere with
his or her teaching.
Although the original bill was passed
without much protest, controversy arose
when some said that the bill implicitly stated
that there was a liberal bias at Bates. This
gave rise to many concerns expressed by
students and faculty about political ideolo¬
gies at the college.
BCSG’s meeting this past Monday was
mainly concerned with whether or not to try
and change the Academic Bill of Rights as
proposed by Buxbaum’s resolution.
Members expressed that the issue should
be about keeping the bill without changes
or completely repealing the entire bill.
“As I was listening to the debate on
the floor it seemed clear to me that people
didn’t want to change the bill and that they
wanted to repeal the entire bill,” said Bux¬
baum.
After some discussion, the resolution
to amend the Academic Bill of Rights was
pulled and it was decided that the decision
about whether or not to repeal it should
happen at next week's meeting where the
people who voted for it last year will be
present to voice their opinions on the mat¬
ter.

Earthquake
and Hurricane
Relief Effort
Begins
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
tain its consideration for victims in Pakistan
and Guatemala as well as New Orleans.
Some of the creative ideas for fundraising
included using events like the Hindu New
Year celebration or the Eid festivities at the
end of Ramadan to encourage donations.
The college could also hold a day where all
students skip one meal at Commons, and
donate the equivalent cost of those meals to
the relief efforts.
Professor Gilani also expressed interest
in the educational opportunities surround¬
ing these crises, although he warned against
unnecessary politicization of the issues that
might seem insensitive. The committee is
considering holding educational panels to
explore such concepts as the role of the
military in the Pakistan crisis, as well as the
disproportionate number of women and
children caught in the earthquake due to the
number of men who must seek jobs outside
of Pakistan.
It seemed very fitting that the meeting
took place both on the Jewish holiday, Yom
Kippur, and during the Muslim holy month
of Ramadan. Professor Gilani and the stu¬
dents present discussed how both Ramadan
and Yom Kippur are holidays that focus on
giving and making sacrifices, concluding that
it is a most appropriate time for generosity.
For more information on how to help
out, e-mail Ariel Levin ’08 at alevin3@bates.
edu. All donations of clothing or blankets
can be brought to the front desk at Pettengill. Any checks should specify which cause,
i.e. “Pakistan Relief.”

Mark Hellendrung
President, Narragansett Brewing Company
Former president, Nantucket Nectars
Bentley, ’91 MS Accounting

How Bentley turned Mark’s entrepreneurial
instincts into the business of life.
From his earliest days as a paper route tycoon in East Providence, R.I., Mark Hellendrung had the soul of an
entrepreneur. After graduating from a liberal arts university, he went to Bentley to get the business education he
needed to advance his career. At McCallum Graduate School of Business at Bentley, Mark

k

gained both the technical skills and the hands-on experience he needed to help launch a
beverage business phenomenon, Nantucket Nectars. Today, he's busy doing the
same for Narragansett Beer. Thanks to Bentley, Mark is pursuing his passion in
the world of business...and succeeding in the business of life.

BENTLEY
McCALLUM GRADUATE
SCHOOL of BUSINESS

Business in a Whole New Light

Learn more about our Master of Science programs in Accountancy, Finance, Financial Planning, Taxation, Marketing Analytics
or Real Estate Management at the Graduate School Fair at the Gray Athletic Building on October 25 from 11:00 am -1:30 pm
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Question One
Campaign
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

ing increasingly accepting of homosexual¬
ity and deserve the right to change their
mind. “I believe that most people would
vote no on 1, we just need to get them
to vote,” explained Hannah Johnson-Breimeier '06.
Both Reed and Johnson-Breimeier are
members of the New World Coalition,
which is among numerous Bates organi¬
zations working to defeat the referendum
with Maine Won’t Discriminate, the orga¬
nization founded to counter the Christian
Civic League’s attempts to reject the legisla¬
tion. The collection of Bates organizations,
which includes the College Democrats
and OUTFront, intends to increase student
awareness through posters, speakers and
public discussions planned for the final
days before the vote. One example is the
photography exhibit "Love Makes a Fam¬
ily," which features gay, lesbian, bisexual
and transgender people and their families,
that opened yesterday in Chase Hall.
“This is not about special rights... this is
about equal rights for everyone. It is ridic¬
ulous that it has taken this long to get this
law,” asserted Johnson-Breimeier. Howev¬
er, according to Russell, people who argue
that the law is about equal rights “need to
get their heads out of the sand... Homo¬
sexuals have the exact same rights.”
Russell suspects that the bill’s support¬
ers have ulterior motives, including gay
marriage. “This is not about rights at all.
This is codifying abnormal behavior as
the stepping-stone to instituting same-sex
marriage,” he explained.

“Frankly, [the Christian Civic Leagues]
is lying to voters, and has been lying to
voters the whole time,” said Alex Maybarduk '05, who recently became the Maine
Won’t Discriminate organizer for Lewiston
and Auburn. “It’s absurd,” he added, “The
only people who bring up gay marriage is
the Christian Civic League... The piece of
legislation has it written that it does noth¬
ing to further gay marriage.”
Without anti-discrimination protection,
gays and lesbians are deprived the civil
rights other minority groups have been
guaranteed, according to Maybarduk.
“Students have been suspended and
reprimanded in school for expressing their
sexual identity. Gays are harassed in the
workplace and nothing is done,” he as¬
serted. “This law draws the line and es¬
tablishes that this intimidation is not ac¬
ceptable.”
While neither side is willing to pre¬
dict the outcome of the upcoming vote,
both sides see promising signs. Russell be¬
lieves, “the 18 states [in the 2004 election]
who had constitutional amendments... all
enshrined marriage as one man and one
woman” indicate that Americans are “re¬
jecting the homosexual lifestyle.” Mayba¬
rduk, however, looks cautiously to polls,
which show Maine voters leaning toward
his cause.
Both sides expect the fight to continu¬
ally intensify until election day. “[The ref¬
erendum] is life for the next two weeks,”
explained Johnson-Breimeier.

MEG KINNEY / THE BATES STUDENT
On Sunday, Oct. 16, ten members of the Women's Resource Center, including Professor
Meredith Greer, Kaitiyn McKechnie '06 and Ashley Palmeri '08 participated in a three-mile
walk in Portland to increase awareness and raise funds for breast cancer research.

Democratic Senate
Candidate
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

support for preservation of the Arctic Na¬
tional Wildlife Refuge and the invasion of
Iraq as an example of this behavior.
This is the third election campaign for
Bright, who ran in the democratic primaries
for U.S. Congress in 1994 and for the Sen¬
ate in 1996. One advantage she sees in this
race is that until now, Snowe has never faced
another female, pro-choice candidate in an
election. She hopes that because both candi¬

dates support choice, women voters will pay
more attention to how the the two differ on
other issues such as health care and foreign
policy.
“You must vote for the America you want
to live in,” rather than who seems the more
elect-able candidate, Bright concluded. “We
need the collective wisdom of our voting
population, but if that wisdom is not ex¬
pressed in the voting booth, then the results
are skewed. We can’t read minds. We can
only read votes.”

Thesis Talk

WE ARE COMING TO YOUR CAMPUS!
University of Pennsylvania's Graduate School of Education is coming to your
school's graduate fair. Stop by our table and speak to our admissions
representative about the wide range of opportunities in the field of education

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6
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For more details on your graduate fair, please visit:
www.gse.wpenn.edu/admissions_financial/events.php

Graduate School of Education

3700 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104

1-877-PENN-GSE » admissions@gse.upenn.edu « www.gse.upenn.edu

Sarah Lawrence College at
Oxford offers students the
unparalleled opportunity to
work individually with Oxford
scholars in private tutorials,
the hallmark of an Oxford
education. Tire SLC Oxford
program is a full-year visiting
student program through
Wadham College of Oxford.

Sarah Lawrence College sponsors
two academic programs in Italy:
Florence and Catania (Sicily).
The Florence program is
well-suited to students at all
levels of language proficiency
who wish to spend a semester pr
an entire yeai immersed in the
culture and history of this city.
The Catania program provides
a unique opportunity for students
proficient in Italian to experience
the culture of southern Italy first¬
hand during a spring semester of
study. In both programs, students
live with Italian families and take
courses taught by Italian faculty.

Sarah Lawrence College in
Paris provides individually
crafted programs of study
with total immersion in the
academic, artistic and social
life of Paris.
All coursework is conducted in
French; students are required to
have completed the equivalent of
intermediate level college French.
Students may enroll for either
the fall or spring semester or
the full year.

This classical conservatory
training program is comprised
of a faculty of Britain’s most
distinguished actors and
directors. We offer Master
Classes, private tutorials
with faculty, weekly trips
to London stage productions,
participation in staged produc¬
tions, and choice of semester
or full year programs.
The program is offered in
cooperation with the British
American Drama Academy.

Information: Office of International Programs, Sarah Lawrence College, 1 Mead Way, Bronxville, NY 10708-5999
(800) 873^4752, slcaway@sarahlawrence.edu or visit us at WWW*SarahlawreilC6.edu

Financial Aid is available for all programs
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of Michigan and many of it's surrounding
schools follow them.
While it might sound crazy to feel trepi¬
dation with the resume he has built, Stambaugh does have high aspirations, and is
sincerely humble about his intelligence and
what he may be able to accomplish. He came
to Bates with the goal of being a math major
and with a serious interest in physics—the
chemistry major was “accidental,” he says,
a decision he made at the end of last year
because he had taken so many chemistry
classes to attain the knowledge of physics in
them that he only needed organic chemistry
to complete the major.
“I knew that I would be going to a tech¬
nical grad school, so going to a bigger tech¬
nical undergrad school wasn’t really what I
wanted: I figured that as long as I could find
a liberal arts college with a strong math and
science program, I would have a much bet¬
ter chance to take really good classes in the
humanities and social sciences. For the most
part, I have been really satisfied with Bates.”
Grad school would allow Stambaugh
his ultimate goal of becoming a professor,
though he is open to other opportunities
that may come up in the process. For now,
he’s focused on a thesis project of mammoth
proportions, but he’s not letting it bog him
down.
He claims to have been able to take as
much as a week off from the research, de¬
spite such a hectic schedule. He is again tak¬
ing five classes, including orgo and a phi¬
losophy seminar, is a member of the ultimate
frisbee team, and works at the math work¬

shop. He’s also enjoying his senior year, tak¬
ing any chance he can to play squash or ten¬
nis, or go to some of Bates’ sporting events
as a spectator.
This does not even take into account the
time he has to spend in thesis meetings—ev¬
ery time he has an idea he has to first figure
out how it applies to three different fields
and then pass it by each advisor in terms
they can understand.
“One of my biggest difficulties with this
project is figuring out how to translate dif¬
ferent ideas and terms between the disci¬
plines,” says Stambaugh. “Chemists define
certain solutions differently from physicists
and mathematicians, in some cases different
departments even use different coordinate
systems, often just changing the symbols
used to denote the position in space.”
While time-consuming, the interdisci¬
plinary aspects of the project can have its
benefits, not just to Stambaugh’s thesis, but
to the faculty involved as well.
“It’s wonderful to have an opportunity to
meet with Nate and with colleagues in other
departments to discuss a problem that’s of
interest to everyone but which we each ap¬
proach quite differently," says Cote. "I learn
something interesting at every meeting, and
the conversations wouldn’t be taking place
if Nate weren’t working on these thesis proj¬
ects.”
Despite the significant time he devotes
to his classes, his thesis and the bureaucratic
mess of navigating a triple major, Stambaugh
is carefree and easy going where many of
his classmates are ravaged by nerves.
“I really like it though, -I really enjoy the
work.”
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Hollister '06 Uses Camera to Share Niger With Bates
KARA DIETRICH
ARTS STAFF WRITER

“Look at their faces. They are watching
you,” says Colin Hollister '06 of the people
in his photographs.
The poignant snapshots feature the lo¬
cals Hollister met in Niger last spring, and
nearly twenty of them are now hanging in
nearby Nothing But the Blues Cafe.
The story of their origin in an African
country halfway across the globe to their
current home in Nothing But the Blues Cafe
is worth telling. It starts with Hollister’s pas¬
sion for what he calls a both a hobby and a
means of self-expression.
Although he doesn't label himself a pho¬
tographer but instead someone who enjoys
photography, Hollister has been toying with
a camera since ninth grade. He first began
taking pictures for his high school yearbook
and newspaper, but then started experiment¬
ing on his own. He has taken one formal
photography course, preferring to figure it
out for himself as he goes.
Like many Bates juniors, Hollister decid¬
ed to study abroad for a semester. He chose
Niger because he “wanted something com¬
pletely different from Western culture,” he
says.
The arid and very impoverished African
country was nothing like the Northeast of
the United States. He brought his camera

with him because “taking pictures is a way
to help me remember a place and share it
with others,” he says.
Before he left, he had a good idea of
what he wanted to capture on film. His aunt
had given him a book called “Nomads of Ni¬
ger” by Carol Beckwith which features no¬
madic tribes of the bush, or “La Brousse.”
The close-up, candid images in Beckwith’s
book allow for the detail in people’s faces.
“They brought me there,” he says.
Once in Niger, he recognized the cultur¬
al sensitivity of taking locals’ pictures-: “The
social interactions were dynamic, especially
when a camera was involved,” he says. “I
definitely knew what I was doing when I
asked someone if I could take their picture.”
It was usually only after he had gotten to
know them and they were willing to show
themselves that he felt comfortable clicking
photographs.
The special lens he used enabled him
to get very close to the people he photo¬
graphed. In some cases he was right up in
their faces. He thought of himself as a story¬
teller, using the snapshots as an aide in shar¬
ing both his experiences and their stories as
well.
Take Malam for example. Malam is a
sheep and goat herder Hollister met while
traveling around the bush on a Barlow grant
with his Nigerien friend Fada after his pro¬
gram ended. They had been at an outdoor

Artist's Work Focuses On
Message, Not Technique
KATIE CELESTE
ARTS STAFF WRITER

Dan Taulapapa McMullin’s artwork
seems more concerned with ideas than aes¬
thetics. In one of his paintings, “Na Lele O
Sina ma Tigilau” or “The Flight of Sina and
Tigilau,” two figures are intertwined and fly¬
ing toward the afterlife. Although the idea
of an illustrated myth appeals to me, instead
of pondering whether or not McMullin was
capturing the narrative and cultural elements
of this myth in his art work, I found my¬
self focusing on the fact that Tigilau’s wings
don’t fit on the canvas: they are clipped by
the bounds of the painting. McMullin’s art¬
work presented a number of visual distrac¬
tions. Besides the awkwardly sized wings,
I noticed that the background was merely
decorative, and that McMullin hadn’t created
any real space in his work. A mish-mash of
fiery colors lit up the space behind Tigilau
and Sina, but the background’s abstraction
didn’t fit with the detail of the figures. The
figures’ faces had been fully outlined in
black, which further cut the figures off from
the background. McMullin’s work does a lot
of things that are traditionally considered
sloppy: he works disproportionately on the
figure, making the rest of the canvas appear
detached and inferior, he outlines figures in
black, and ignores standards of composition,
excluding pieces of the figure from the work.
These problems detract from his work’s nar¬
rative and cultural power because they draw
attention away from the myth.
The second painting I considered, “O I le
Masina II”, depicts a surfer in the moonlight.
The lines of the figure were very energetic,
but the picture as a whole was messy: white
squiggles took up the foreground, and they
appeared as if they were added to balance
yet another poorly thought-out composi¬
tion. His attempt to create a cylindrical wave
didn’t pan out: something about the high¬
lighting on the water was off.
At this point, I realized that I sounded

SARAH BECK/THE BATES STUDENT
Taulapapa McMullin lectured on his
artwork and Samoan culture during the
second week of October.

an awful lot like my high school art teacher,
and I began to wonder if I was being too
stiff about what makes good art. I had been
instructed not to cut parts of the figure off,
or just start painting without thinking about
how the whole page would look, and I
think these “rules” make for a better paint¬
ing. However, McMullin is an award-winning
poet, prose writer and director, so I wanted
to give him the benefit of the doubt. Obvi¬
ously, his stories and illustrations, although
they are in other media, resonate with a lot
of people. Perhaps my naive preoccupa¬
tion with technique (or my understanding
of good technique) was preventing me from
experiencing these paintings. However, I
have to stand by my initial assessments. The
art should speak on its own, and I found
myself searching for significance and artistic
power in the explanatory cards next to each
work. Yet, as I moved through the exhibit I
realized that it represented a diverse selec¬
tion of McMullin’s work: some of the paintSee Artist, page 11

market, and Malam
was wearing a tur¬
ban that covered
most of his head.
He invited Hollister
and Fada back to
his family’s home.
In the dark rooms
of the house Malam
felt comfortable re¬
moving his turban to
reveal a head full of
beautiful Wadaabe
braids. During what
he calls “one of his
best conversations in
the native language
LAUREN TEMPEST/THE BATES STUDENT
of Hausa,” Hollister
asked Malam if he
Stories told through still-life: Hollister '06 spent a semester
could take his pic¬
abroad in Niger, where he captured poignant images of local life in
ture outside. “This
the impoverished and famine-ridden region of Africa.
was a big deal and
I really enjoyed tak¬
the owner, Jim Murray, asked Hollister to
ing Malam’s picture,” he says. Malam’s Profile display his pictures. Hollister had previously
(Wadaabe Braids) hangs among the other exhibited some photos from hiking the Ap¬
pictures in the cafe.
palachian Trail. “Jim is good about showing
In a letter Hollister wrote to accompany artwork from Bates students,” Hollister says.
the photographs there, he says “the people Nothing But the Blues Cafe is 'a five minute
that I photographed would not have imag¬ walk from campus on College Avenue, and
ined that their likeness would appear on the all of Hollister’s pictures are for sale. I defi¬
walls of a cafe with white faces staring back nitely recommend stopping by, ordering a
at them.”
large chai tea, and letting the images stare
When he returned to the United States, back at you.

Cafe Offers Variety, Atmosphere
ALEXANDRA KELLY
ARTS STAFF WRITER

Nothing But the Blues Cafe, within
walking distance of the Bates campus
on College Street, is an excellent place
to relax and have dinner with friends.
Featuring chef and owner Jim Murray’s
own creations inspired by food from around
the world, Nothing But the Blues is a small,
clean, casual restaurant appropriate for any
age. It requires no reservations, and seat¬
ing ranges from plastic chairs to comfortable
couches around a table with a checkers board.
The interior is a warm orange, with black
ceilings and unobtrusive music, and the
cafe features wireless Internet access. The
first Wednesday of every month features a
poetry reading, and local artists may hang
their artwork in the cafe for free pub¬
licity or the chance to sell their work.
Patrons order at a counter from the chalk¬
board menu above, and a friendly server, often

the chef himself, delivers their orders to their
tables. The cafe is small and personal enough
that these servers do not require a number
to find your table with your food. Open
seven days a week, Nothing But the Blues
offers take-out as an alternative to dining in.
The food is delicious, well prepared and
beautifully presented. Advertised as world
cuisine, the menu literally features food
from many different cultures and tradi¬
tions, including Thai, Mediterranean, Jamai¬
can and Italian dishes or various combina¬
tions thereof, as well as soups, salads and
sandwiches. Also on the menu are desserts
and espresso, hot chocolate, and coffee in
large mismatched mugs; you do not need
to order a full meal to be welcome here.
Nothing But the Blues accomodates vege¬
tarians and vegans, and can modify dishes to
meet the individual needs of customers. All
portions are hearty and filling, and entrees
See Blues Cafe, page 11

Ford Brings Literature to Life
Author Reads Short Story as Part of Annual Harvest Reading
KATIE CELESTE
ARTS STAFF WRITER

On Thursday, Oct. 13 at 8 p.m., Richard
Ford read his work in Chase Hall Lounge for
the annual Writers’ Harvest Reading. The Eng¬
lish Department sponsors this event, which
is part of a larger national campaign to fight
hunger. Bookstores and College Campuses
across the United States sponsor readings
by established authors and amateurs alike to
raise money for charities of their choice.
Ford’s reading fell on a night when most
students had a paper to write or an exam the
next morning, but about 25 people escaped
from the' library to listen. Robert Farnsworth
introduced Ford, who brought a tote full of
his books up to the podium with him. He
told the audience, “I always decide what to
read when I get up here. I see what I feel
like at the moment.” Before he decided on

his selection for the night, he talked about
the recent tragedies that have compounded
the worldwide problem of hunger. He en¬
couraged the audience to go down to New
Orleans (his one time home) and participate
in the rebuilding efforts. He lamented his
own decision to stay away from the Ameri¬
can South during the civil rights movement,
and encouraged us not to make the same
mistake. He asked us to go where we were
needed.
He shuffled through his books, and
pulled out a collection of short stories, and
for the next hour, he told the story of a boy
who watches his father kill another man
and go to jail. The story, set in Montana, de¬
scribes in clean and simple language a fight
that spirals out of control. Ford’s calm read¬
ing of his story didn’t involve theatrics, but
See Ford, page 11
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Macbeth Explores His Passion for Film in Thesis
Film studies major puts skills to the test in project that explores minimalism
BEN LEBEAUX
ARTS STAFF WRITER

Adam Macbeth ’06 has his doubts. He
worries how this interview will turn out. He
worries about how he will sound in it, often
telling me not to write down one statement,
or making me promise to include another.
He fidgets in his chair, at one point kicking
his leg out to rest it on another, or tosses his
long hair aside. At the end of our conver¬
sation, he is shocked that I filled as many
pages as I did with notes. Before the inter¬
view even begins, he asks if he can respond
simply in Warhol-influenced nonsense.
Despite his doubts and self-conscious¬
ness, Macbeth, a double-major in English
and Film Studies, an interdisciplinary field
of his own creation, is sure of some things.
Macbeth knows he is going to make films.
“No way I’m going back” says Macbeth, re¬
ferring to the pre-filmic existence he has
since left far behind, “You can’t get me into
a cubicle now, even if I have to eat dough¬
nuts from a dumpster.” Later, he adds that
though he prefers directing, he simply wants
to be involved in the “hands-on process” of
film-making, saying that he would eyen “be
happy to get coffee” for the crew.
Macbeth participated in a film workshop
last summer, working on eight films in just
four weeks, Macbeth worked from eight in
the morning until midnight, with no week¬
end breaks, and no credit from Bates either.
Still, Macbeth loved the workshop, directing
two films of his own as well as working on
cinematography or equipment in the other
six. The workshop gave Macbeth, who had
always been interested in filming but didn’t
know how to approach the organizational

and creative burden of
constructing a film, a
“jump start” as he was
pushed into a situation
“where [he] needed to
make films.”
After receiving that
initial push, Macbeth has
never stopped running.
He is currently filming
his senior thesis, using
Bates actors and Lewis¬
ton locations. Though
he laughed when I asked
him to tell me about the
film, Macbeth’s response
indicated his obvious fa¬
miliarity with his project.
The film’s ation con¬
cerns a neurotic bicycle
courier, played by John
Mulligan ’06 who might
be delivering drugs, but
COURTESY OF ADAM MACBETH
Macbeth is careful to
Camera-man: Macbeth improved his filming skills and tech¬
separate action from plot. nique at an intensive workshop he attended last summer.
Rather, Macbeth wants to The senior plans to make a thesis film that will have a bicycle
“staplq” this a^tjon onto a courier as its protagonist.
r^ajctiqrj (tq ,rp^ss mediae |Macbeth’s .courier thinks. , .. „ ,, ( r.. ..
themes rather than bludgeon his audience
he’s in a film, but Macbeth quickly dissolves with them. Macbeth applies an easy stan¬
the courier’s dreams, saying that “he’s not dard to the quality of his dialogue, saying
special, he’s a real person.” The ‘reaction’ that if “I can say it out loud and don’t sound
itself sustains the film, as there is no tradi¬ ridiculous, then I’m pretty happy.”
tional character arc until the courier devel¬
Macbeth began writing his script as a “lu¬
ops a little at the very end.
cid dream,” crafting it from the phantoms that
Macbeth wrote and re-worked his script
“came out of my own mania.” He patched
over two weeks. He wanted his charac¬ his own story together from pieces of sto¬
ters to speak flatly, in pointless yet amusing ries about himself or others that he liked.
dialogue that still advanced the themes of Macbeth himself is obsessed with cycling:
the movie. Macbeth found this combina¬ he owns seven bikes. His interest in bicycle
tion challenging as he wanted to “cloud” his couriers arose from reading Travis Culley’s

“The Immortal Class” as well as his frequent
exposure to that ‘immortal class’ in Denmark
and Russia where he studied abroad last
year.
Macbeth wants to use the look of the
film to advance his themes; he plans on us¬
ing empty spaces to induce Sartre’s concep¬
tion of the ‘They,’ the palpable absence of
many people. To do this, Macbeth plans on
filming in empty parking lots and the aban¬
doned Wal-Mart. Moreover, Macbeth plans
on relying on his actors’ appearance as well,
casting people because of their “interesting
faces” as well as their acting ability.
On being asked who his favorite direc¬
tors were, Macbeth immediately responded,
“that’s a stupid question” but obligingly an¬
swered nevertheless. Macbeth says that there
are “nuggets of worth in every film” and that
his influences range from cartoons to com¬
mercials to cult classics. Among his favor¬
ite directors are Sergio Leoni, director of the
Spaghetti-Western ‘No Name’ Trilogy starring
Clint Eastwood, as well as Orson Welles, Wes
Anderson, Lars Von Trier and Jim Jarmusch.
Though his immediate focus is his own
thesis, Macbeth hopes to establish a film
club next semester, with the ultimate goal of
producing student films and perhaps even
hosting Bates student film festival. Macbeth
wants to provide that “jump start” which
pushed him into filming to the rest of the
Bates community.
If Macbeth establishes his club, then oth¬
ers might come to understand the “ridicu¬
lously fun” process of film-making, one that
allows the successful film-maker to look at
his completed project and marvel, wonder¬
ing as Macbeth himself does, “how the hell
did I do that?”

'Stay' Too Slow, Lacks Substance
The Emperor Finally Bought
Some Clothes, and They're Chanel
DAN COHEN
FILM COLUMNIST

KENDALL HERBST
FASHION COLUMNIST

Retrospectively, fashion notoriously sup¬
ports fads that are more hype than sub¬
stance, designers more theoretical than prac¬
tical, boutiques more trendy than timeless.
Infrequently do people question the judg¬
ments of formidable fashion journalists such
as Anna Wintour or seasoned designers like
John Galliano. But this
skeptical void enables
a dangerous hierarchy
of unchecked power
and infinite prestige.
Such sound reputations
may be deserved in
remarkable
cases,
though surely not
in all. Most obvi¬
ously, the brand
enjoying par¬
tially unmer¬
ited devotion
is one of fash¬
ion’s most elite,
Chanel.
Indeed,
Chanel reigns as
a robust, lucrative
brand, and Karl
Lagerfeld, the
head designer,
a
stunning
creative

force. Be¬
yond these
WIKIPEDIA.COM
Classic Fashion: Coco Chanel,
pictured above in 1931, wearing
one of her classic suiting designs
that have been a favorite among
fashionable women for generations.

tions, the recent collections themselves
rather perfecdy channel mature sophisti¬
cation and understated class. However, as
Chanel’s runways have been historically
inundated with designs for older women,
the adoring acclaim younger generations
bestow upon the label appears a bit unde¬
served and artificial.
“Never make an ugly dress because
somebody can buy it,” Lagerfeld declared
in a 2002 Larry King interview. The prob¬
lem today seems to be that, while Chanel’s
dresses are far from ugly, they are simply
too old for young women, though young
women keep buying. Thus, a substantial
disconnect surfaces between why young
women so strongly admire and desire the
brand, even though Lagerfeld’s work with
Chanel has largely overlooked their demo¬
graphic. In evidence, Jessica, a 20-yearold former fashion intern at Jane maga¬
zine, compliments the label, admitting, “If
I could dress in only one label, it would
definitely be Chanel.” Undoubtedly, see¬
ing Mischa Barton parade around with the
signature quilted purse or Lindsay Lohan
accessorize with the mirrored “CC” chain
necklaces quickly attracted a younger au¬
dience to the Chanel brand. Nonetheless,
aside from a few smaller pieces which
can be complemented with more youth¬
ful items, in total the recent Chanel col¬
lections apply to a decidedly older crowd.
This conclusion stands firm even in terms
of Chanel’s pret-a-porter collections, the
most casual line produced. Last spring’s
pret-a-porter collection was explicitly
inspired and syrhbolized by 39 year old
Nicole Kidman. “The whiff of Kidman’s
presence in this collection was as heady as
the house’s famous scent,” observed Mark
Holgate of Style.com. It was Kidman that
See Chanel, page 11

It’s not that I don’t like or ap¬
preciate artsy and visual filmmaking. But
when it is used as a way to seem high-andmighty, with no compelling story, then I
have a problem. That’s how I felt about
"Stay": so much visual cleverness was used
by director Marc Foster ("Monster’s Ball,"
"Finding Neverland") that it became irritat¬
ing, causing the film to move at a ridicu¬
lously slow pace.
What really ticks me off about all the
artsy visual nonsense, though, is that it
means less time to develop the characters.
It replaces content with form, substance
with technique. This seems to happen all
the time in these mystery supernatural
thrillers. So much energy is spent on un¬
raveling the riddle and employing quirky
camera angles that the moviegoer is left
with boring and uninteresting characters.
Flat dialogue.
Monotone expressions.
Predictable behavior. What the characters
do is intriguing, but who they are is not.
"The Sixth Sense" was the last true super¬
natural thriller with provocative characters,
but "Stay" falls into the same old conven¬
tional trap of dying in its effort to be un¬
conventional.
"Stay" follows the story of a de¬
pressed art major named Henry (Ryan
Gosling) who tells his psychiatrist he’s
going to kill himself on Saturday. He is
deeply disturbed, claims his parents are
dead and frequently tries to burn his arms
as is shown by his scars. Dr. Sam Foster
(Ewan McGregor) has only been treating
Henry for a day or two, as his regular psy¬
chiatrist mysteriously cannot be reached.
Sam dedicates himself to stopping Henry’s
suicide, which leads him on a wild chase
involving many strange incidents. Sam be¬
gins to see the same things as Henry, but
continues to pursue him. Soon, the only
thing that makes sense to Sam is his girl-

friend Lila (Naomi Watts), an art professor
who was treated by Sam when she tried to
commit suicide.
Some of the stylistic techniques are done
artfully and keep the film interesting—to a
point. For example, a lot of events that
happen around Sam repeat themselves—a
clever way to keep the audience guessing
if Sam is sane or just as crazy as Henry. But
in the end, the method is so overused that
you begin to think the director has sim¬
ply run out of ideas to keep his own story
going. The repetition comes to seem like
distraction.
Many of the scenes are excessively
weird. A smart director should keep cer¬
tain parts somewhat strange, but normal
enough to be believable. A few scenes
achieve this artistic realism, such as when
Sam is playing chess with a blind colleague,
and Henry comes in and claims him to be
his dead father. The way the characters act
has you wondering if what is happening is
real or if Henry is just a lunatic.
But many of the scenes fail completely.
When Sam goes to visit Henry’s mother,
who he claims is dead, the scene is clearly
just a screwed up visual mess. There is no
furniture in the house, and an odd dog sit¬
ting in the middle of the living room bark¬
ing. Something is obviously not right, and
the scene doesn’t work.
In these kind of movies, you are wait¬
ing for a clever ending, an ending that will
make it all worth it. Without giving any¬
thing away, the ending isn’t bad; however,
it crams everything into the last five min¬
utes, and all the visual mumbo jumbo that
we sit through during the entire film is not
really summed up. There is no big, excit¬
ing, crucial moment, the film just kind of
finishes. It feels lethargic and rushed all at
once. And you leave with little real interest
or sympathy for any of the main charac¬
ters, wondering what all this madness and
confusion was all about. Not, in the end, a
recipe for great filmmaking.
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Smedley Has Guitar Skills
Down to a Science

MEG KINNEY/THE BATES STUDENT
Music on the mind: Physics professor John Smedley has spent his life and career explor¬
ing the scientific side of music. He is known to pick up his guitar in courses like "Musical
Acoustics" to demonstrate physics concepts to students.

RACHAEL GARBOWSKI
ARTS STAFF WRITER

In his 19th year of teaching, John Smed¬
ley is a physics professor, and a music lover
who has been able to demonstrate his pas¬
sion for both subjects here at Bates College.
Smedley started teaching at Bates in the fall
of 1987. and since then, has taught about
15 different courses. These include one ad¬
vanced physics course every year, usually
about quantum mechanics or electricity and
magnetism, a class called “Energy and Envi¬
ronment” and a class that demonstrates his
love for music such as, “Musical Acoustics.”
He has also co-taught a class with religion
professor Tom Tracy called, “Caring for Cre¬
ation.” Another course is his short term unit
called, “Exploring Jazz Guitar,” which is of¬
fered once every few years.
Smedley began his explorations in gui¬
tar with a broken, stringless guitar that he
strummed to various Beatles records, until he
officially took up the guitar in 1966. Smed¬
ley describes one of his first inspirations by
saying, “Having seen John Lennon and his
Rickenbacker in the Beatles’ performances
on die Ed Sullivan show, I wanted to play.”
Smedley played in a band in high school
that played a lot of blues rock tunes from
Cream, Hendrix, Savoy Brown and others.
Now guitar is an important part of Smedley’s
life. His style of choice is jazz because he
says, “it is the style that feels most natural
to me.” Yet, Smedley enjoys playing a vari¬
ety of different styles, dabbling in classical
guitar and playing a book of Eddy Arnold
tunes, country pop music that his aunts en¬
joyed. He regularly writes compositions for
his church and plays them during services.
As for his choice of guitars, he owns
four. His main “axe” is a Gibson Johnny Smith,
a jazz guitar, which he bought “from Johnny
himself at his shop in Colorado Springs."
Smith was a famous jazz guitarist in the
1950’s and 60’s, playing with the NBC studio
orchestra. Also in his list of guitars, Smedley
owns a Gibson ES-335 which he uses mainly
to play the blues, a Guild F50 flattop acoustic
guitar for playing in church, and a Penn clas¬
sical guitar that he uses in his musical acous¬
tics class to demonstrate acoustical concepts.
Here at Bates, Smedley has had many
opportunities to show his love for mu¬
sic. He says, “I’m fortunate to be at Bates
and have opportunities to incoiporate my
deep love for the guitar into my teaching.”
He is able to use guitar to illustrate acous¬
tical concepts in his physics 103, as well
as teaciting the short term on jazz guitar.
Smedley was also inspired in 11th grade
when he took chemistry, which is when his
love for science began. He was fascinated by

the “flame test” in which different metal ions
dissolved in solution glow characteristic col¬
ors when put into flame in a way that could
be used to identify them. He described it as
“a controlled fireworks display.” While he
went to college to study chemistry, he ended
up becoming interested in physics after tak¬
ing a class called “Atomic and Nuclear Phys¬
ics” his freshman year. He says, “I became
enamored of the interactions of atoms and
molecules, and learned to use lasers to study
them.” He continued taking physics classes
until eventually pursuing his Ph.D. in chemi¬
cal physics at the University of Colorado.
Somehow Smedley managed to combine
his love for physics and his passion for mu¬
sic, a question that Smedley lias been work¬
ing with for almost two decades. Interesting
was the fact that many of his professors col¬
leagues who worked in theory, were also ac¬
complished musicians. He ponders, “Perhaps
there is a connection involving interest in
mathematics.” He is excited when he notices
on occasion sounds from his guitar of which
he understands the acoustical origin. He
says, “In the back of my mind I imagine uti¬
lizing different sounds in guitar-based com¬
position." Yet when Smedley gets into impro¬
vising and writing music, he’s generally not
thinking of physics. In a thought he asks a
question and answers it. “Who can explain
the diversity of interests in each of us? These
things do correspond and connect, perhaps
in some deep ways that we don’t understand,
because we’re individuals and we do them!”
For Smedley, music is important because
it serves as a means for communication: con¬
necting people and sharing perspectives on
the human condition. He also feels music is a
creative outlet for individuals to express who
they are. He explains, “Music is essential be¬
cause I continuously have music playing in
my head, as I have for as long as I can remem¬
ber, and if I don’t find the opportunity to get
some of it out in the open, I’m in trouble.”
When asked to pick five of his favorite
essential artists for people to become familiar
with, Smedley was hard pressed to choose
just five. If he had to, he recommends guitar¬
ists Joe Pass and Wes Montgomery and saxo¬
phonist John Coltrane, who have influenced
him the most. Of the three he says, “All seem
to be constants of my musical nature.” To
add numbers four and five Smedley men¬
tioned pianist Bill Evans and vocalist Sarah
Vaughan to the list, however he didn’t fail to
mention other great artists including Hank
Jones, Billie Holiday, Woody Shaw, Freddie
Hubbard, Tom Harrell, Jack Wilkins, and
Jimi Hendrix, all of which he couldn’t leave
out. Make sure to catch Smedley’s noonday
concert on Tuesday October 25th, where he
will be performing with a jazz trio his own
compositions.
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Is Chanel Chic For All?
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10

Lagerfeld had mentally suspended. Unless
the intention is an ironic statement, young
girls would appear simply absurd in the
classic tweed suits, strictly plaid ensembles
or floor-length, thick-strapped gowns. So
why all the fuss among young girls over Cha¬
nel? Evidently, young women align with the
brand because of Coco’s well-known and
illustrious legacy, young celebrities’ per¬
suasive flattering remarks, or simple blind
loyalty to Karl Lagerfeld and his image of
luxury and style. Still, the question remains
why obsess over clothes more fitting for
your mother than yourself?
Until the Spring 2006 pret-a-porter col¬
lection, young women were fooling them¬
selves, or being fooled, into believing that
Chanel could successfully be worn early
on in life. However, Lagerfeld’s October
catwalk production in Paris ushered in a
new and refreshingly younger personality
into the brand. Setting the initial tone, an
enormous computer screen and keyboard
signaled that the presentation was aimed at
wholly embracing the era of modem tech¬
nology, change and Adaptation. This col¬
lection was not Chattel T6r yotai graniimhttr-'
er, and, at last, nod kVeh Gftdriel fdr ycki*
mother. Finally, Lagerfeld had successfully
produced designs which should genuinely
appeal to a younger generation, indepen-

dent of Chanel’s glorified reputation. In
evidence of Lagerfeld’s youthful departure,
the expected Chanel jackets were surpris¬
ingly fused with tight denim bermudas;
the often stiff, harsh Chanel silhouette was
alternated with a looser one, outlined by
ruffled, collared schoolgirl jumpers. Even
the art deco prints seemed reminiscent of
childish drawings, a montage of shapes and
contrasting solid bold colors. Notably, the
catwalk’s final taffeta gowns were younglooking with knee-length, puffed hemlines,
giant floral details and strapless necklines.
Even the models Lagerfeld hired to show¬
case his garments were younger. Whereas
2005’s collection was driven by veterans
like Linda Evangelista, Naomi Campbell and
Amber Valletta, newer models like Lindsay
Ellingson, Camila Finn and Audrey Marnay
immobilized the 2006 collection.
Ironically, as Lagerfeld ages, his designs
finally and solidly incorporate youth and
clothing that suits a young body, no longer
relying on the facade of the popular Cha¬
nel brand to mysteriously seduce the young
mind. Perhaps it is his own youthful spirit
that has enabled such a remarkable, tran¬
scendent vision. The esteemed designer
has firm plans to continue working, much
to the delight of women old and young. As
reported by Businessweek, Karl declares,
“Coco Chanel died doing a collection at age
86. I still have plenty of time.”

A Review of Artist-in-Residence's Work
C0NTINUED FROM PAGE 9

found much of what I was looking for in
the first paintings further down the hall.
The next painting I saw was “Logologo
II” or “Hieroglyphs II”; it marries concept
and form in ways that McMullin’s other
work does not. Patterning constitutes, but
does not dominate the painting: two figures
inhabit the canvas, and they are composed
and decorated by patterns inspired by Somoan interlace designs. Here McMullin is
able to use culturally significant imagery to
create new images. This painting is success¬
ful because it is attached to tradition, and
also stands on its own. Whether or not I

read the card next to the painting explaining
its relationship to Somoan culture, I would
enjoy the painting. Taulapapa says of this
painting, “this is a somewhat early stage in
my work.” But his first attempts seem right
on.
In “O sina ma Tigilau i le Fafa” or “Sina
and Tigilau at the gates of the Afterlife,” Tau¬
lapapa experiments with portraiture. The
woman featured in this painting is wrought
from a storm of color. Taulapapa paints her
with precision and emotion, and he also
supplies a background. She emerges from
violent waves, and the painting gives both
the figure and her world dimension.

Blues Cafe a Short Walk Away
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9

mean full platters, often with soup and sal¬
ad included. Prices range from five to six
dollar salads to 10 dollar entrees and three
to four dollar desserts. Nothing But the
Blues accepts credit cards, but not checks.
I thoroughly enjoyed my experience at
Nothing But the Blues, and will certainly
go back, but it is not appropriate for ev¬
ery occasion. When your relatives are
visiting, take advantage of their guilty will¬
ingness to buy you meals and take them

to a restaurant further away than College
Street. But if you and your friends need
a change from Commons and are willing
to brave the oncoming cold for a short
walk to a comfortably casual cafe, Noth¬
ing But the Blues is the perfect place.
For more information, please call (207)
784-6493 or visit http://www.nbtbcafe.
com/. Nothing But the Blues is open MonThurs 11:30 - 8:00 Fri-Sat 11:30 - 9:00 Sun¬
day 11:30 - 5:00, and is located at 81 College
Street in Lewiston.

Richard Ford Gives Moving Literary Reading
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9

his deliberate and precise words built an
oppressive sense of tension.
His story was believable although it
described an unusual situation, and excit¬
ing although its pace was measured. When
Ford finished, it felt like we had come back
from a long trip: his fictional town had been
crafted with such care and filled out with
the minutia of real life, so it seemed a place
all its own. Before Ford signed books and
chatted with students, an audience mem¬
ber asked him what he is concerned with
while he is writing, and what he tries to
accomplish in his books, technically and

thematically. Ford said that he believes lit¬
erature should only talk about things that
are truly important, and so every time he
writes something, he asks himself if he’s
using everything that he knows and talking
about things that really matter. He said that
fiction has the unique obligation and abil¬
ity to talk about the parts of human nature
and society that cannot be discussed or il¬
luminated in any other way, and although
novels often seem to talk about the com¬
monplace, he strives to write about what is
essential and explosive in the everyday and
the extraordinary.
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OCTOBER 28 Tracer)
■ 30 Introduction to Conference and Keynote
Mark H.C. Bessire, Director.
Bates College Museum of Art

A•

OCTOBER 29 .j*usiwi
REPRESENTATION OF MONSTERS, SPIRITS AND ANIMALS IN ARTS
Sean Foley. Artist.
AlIsow Ferris, Curator, BowOoin College Museum of Art
Nato Thompson, Curator. HASS JfoCA

fi4B Keynote Address:

Loren Coleman, Cryptozoqlosist.

Artist Presentation: Rachel Berwick

“HISTORY OF CRYPT0ZOOLOSY*

8Arust Presentaxiom: Jeffrey Vallance

sor MoytE. Artist's Choice: Jeffrey Vallance

Break for Lunch
N» Research in the Field of) cryptozoolosy
Introduction ry Loren CoiJDwi and panel Discussion with
Rachel Berwick. J;P. O’Heill )and Jeffrey Vallance,
Artist PresbuatiOn: Mark Bi<in
CHYprozDOLoeY, sctENcE, and Museums
IntroIdoction by Mark Dion and panel discussion with
Loren Coleman. Rosamond Purcell, Raechell Smith,
Nato Thompson, and. Hark Bessire,
Artist Presentations Ellen LEsperahce
Movie, Artist's choice: Ellen Lespewnce

Often considered a marginalized science or a farcical adventure,
the practice of cryptozoology is the quest for unknown, rumored or
hidden animals its most notorious pursuits include the Loch Ness
Monster, Bigfoot and the Abominable Snowman though it has also
revealed animals that are now part of the classified natural world.
for updated information http://www.bates.edu/crypto.xml

I*

Free

LOREN COLEMAN, KEYNOTE SPEAKER (Short bio)
Internationally known eryptozoologist Loren Coleman is widely published and
viewed as the authority in the field. Among his over twenty books, recent titles
include Tom Slick: True Life Encounters in Cryptozoology, Cryptozoology A to Z,
Bigfoot!: The True Story of Apes in America, The Field Guide to Bigfoot, Yeti,
and Other Mystery Primates Worldwide, The Field Guide to Lake Monsters,
Sea Serpents, and Other Mystery Denizens of the Deep, and Mothman and
Other Curious Encounters. He recently founded the International
Cryptozoology Museum in Portland, Maine, where he lives, does research,
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Field Hockey to Finish Volleyball Triumphs Over
Bowdoin, Compete in
Season at Colby
Hall of Fame Tourne1
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

tage. “We gave them too many opportuni¬
ties, especially with penalty corners, where
they got all their scoring from,” said Hohlt.
That weekend, the team traveled down
to Connecticut to play a Wesleyan team that
had a 7-2 record for the season. Because
Wesleyan’s field was flooded, the game had
to be moved to Trinity College’s turf field.
In addition to the relocation, the game was
forced to start two hours later because the
officials were stuck due to a highway clo¬
sure.
Once the game began, the Cardinals
pushed the ball, but-shooting the Bobcats
15-5 in the first half. Yet the game was
scoreless, as Judice made nine saves. The
game continued in this manner until Erin
Chandler ’08 put Bates on the board with an
unassisted goal and only fifteen minutes left
to go in the game. But Wesleyan would not
go quietly, as Molly Adams scored for the
Cardinals with under three minutes left to go
to send the game in overtime.
After six minutes into post-regulation
play, Chandler broke the standstill by firing a
shot from eight yards out that got past Cardi¬
nal goalie Caitlin Kelly, giving Bates a major
upset win. The win came largely thanks to
Judice, who stopped 17 shots in an amazing
performance in net. “It was a great game
for us,” said Hohlt. “They had a more sus¬
tained offensive attack than we did, but took
advantage of our opportunities and Sarah
played great for us in net. Once overtime
started, we were able to capitalize on our
speed to get the game-winning goal.”
The following day, they departed for
Gorham, Maine to take on USM in a make¬
up game after an earlier rainout. Judice
continued her excellent play by shutting out
the Huskies in a six save effort. The Bates
offense did what it had to do in order to
ensure back-to-back wins for the weekend.
The first half was scoreless for both sides.

“We were a little slow starting because of
the game the day before and also because it
was our first game all year on a grass field.
But we played a lot more aggressively in the
second half,” said Hohlt. Rachel Greenwood
’09 scored off a penalty corner 44 minutes
into the game, with Megan Petry ’07 assist¬
ing. Less than three minutes later, Abby
Childs ’09 scored another one for Bobcats,
with Greenwood assisting. A late goal was
by Emily Sampson ’09, with Brooke Anable
’06 assisting, capped off the 3-0 win for the
Bobcats.
Unfortunately, the team was unable to
replicate the successes of the past weekend
when they hosted Middlebury at the McDuffee Field. The Panthers, ranked ninth in Di¬
vision III, came out strong, scoring five goals
in the first half en route to an 8-1 win. Reid
Berrein had three goals for Middlebury, while
Channing Weymouth added a pair. The Bob¬
cats managed only two shots on goal the en¬
tire game. Their lone goal, which occurred
early in the second half, was scored by Liz
Greenwood ’07, off of an assist by Allison
Marshall ’07. Judice had eight saves on the
day. “Middlebury is a very good team and
they have been playing better as the season
goes on,” said Hohlt. “Last weekend they
beat Williams in overtime and then the next
day beat Ursinus, who was ranked number
one in the coaches’ poll, so they came in
with a lot of confidence. We made a lot of
mistakes and they made us pay for every
single one of them.”
On Tuesday, the team will host a game
against Oberlin, while they hope to finish
their season on a positive note this Saturday
against Colby in Waterville. If they win both
games, they will finish at .500 for their first
non-losing season since 1999- “I feel very
confident about going 2-0,” said Hohlt. “We
need to execute our game plan, but if we
can I feel we can win both games.”

Crew Shake-Up Powers Men's
Rowing; Women's Team
Hurt by Penalty
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

United States Coast Guard Academy.
The top finishing Division III team was
Trinity, who also finished first overall with a
time of 15:58.71. “We did really well against
NESCAC schools, and we did reasonably
well against D1 schools,” said Hollister. We
switched the boat line-up by bringing up
three freshmen to get the fastest crew, and
they did well and it all came together. I’m
very pleased with how we did."
The women’s team, also competing on
Sunday, put together a great race as well.
The crew, consisting of Megan Germscheid
’06, Laura French ’07, Laura Director ’08,
Colleen Hanlon-Smith ’08, Hallie Preston
’06, Emily Hoffer ’06, and coxswain Ka¬
tie Nolan ’06, had a preliminary finish of
19:18.07, good for l6th place out of 46
teams. However, the team was penalized
based on a pass they made earlier in the
race.
The penalty in question occurred ear¬
lier in the race, when Bates was passing
the Tufts crew, who was taking a wide turn.
The boats got very close together over the
turn, and an official had thought that an
oar struck the Tufts coxswain. The row¬
ers were surprised to learn at the finish that
they were being penalized a minute for en-

dangering a coxswain.”
Bates appealed the penalty, and after
questioning the Tufts team, race officials
learned that in fact the coxswain was not
hit with an oar. Even so, Bates was given a
30 second penalty for “over-aggressive rac¬
ing.” With the time penalty, their official
finish was 32nd.
“It was really strange,” said Nolan, refer¬
ring to the penalty. “They said that we were
passing aggressively, but on a course like
the one we raced, every pass was aggres¬
sive. We were clashing oars on the turn,
but that happens a lot. But we know that
we finished 16th. We raced really well, our
boat felt really strong, but we also had good
technique.”
Overall the weekend was a positive ex¬
perience for both teams. “When we crossed
the finish line, every single girl felt so awe¬
some about the way we had raced and the
atmosphere of the entire regatta that we
all wanted to turn around and row back to
the starting line to do it again,” said Hoffer
“That doesn’t happen often.”
Both men’s and women’s crew end their
fall seasons next weekend at the CBB re¬
gatta at Bowdoin.

SARAH BECK / THE BATES STUDENT
Beth Billington '09 and Katie Graeff '07 go airborne in a Volleyball Tourniment.

JOHN BAUER
STAFF WRITER

On Friday, Oct. 14, Bates (6-21, 1-6
NESCAC) overcame Bowdoin College in
front of their home crowd on Alumni
Weekend, edging the Polar Bears with
scores of 30-25, 24-30, 30-23, 28-30 and
15-12. Coming up big for the Bobcats
in their first NESCAC victory were Beth
Billington ’09 and Jasmine McDavid ’06
scoring 14 and 15 kills, respectively.
Katie Graeff ’07 contributed by dishing
the rock on 38 scores. Lauren Gold ’07
led the team in digs with 28 and Jenn
Linton ’08 added five aces. Gold ex¬
pressed the team’s enthusiasm with the
important win. “We played a great game
and everyone really came together. The
intensity on the court was remarkable.”
The team then traveled to South
Hadley, MA over the break to partici¬
pate in Mount Holyoke College’s annual
Volleyball Hall of Fame Tournament. On
Friday the team managed unfortunate
two three set losses, first against MIT
22-30, 23-30, and 21-30 and second at
the hands of Endicott College 24-30, 2530 and 17-30, a team Bates had defeated
earlier in the season. On the second

day, the Bobcats played in the consola¬
tion bracket, falling to Gordon College
30-20, 28-30, 19-30, and 26-30 and fin¬
ished the tournament with a win against
Mount Holyoke in four sets 30-20, 30-18,
19-30, and 30-20.
In the match against Mt. Holyoke,
McDavid put down 13 kills while Graeff
assisted 30 times. Leading in the digs
column was Katherine Dexter ’09 with
19. The leaders for Bates against Gor¬
don on Saturday were Gold and Graeff,
who had 12 kills and 15 digs and 34 as¬
sists respectively.
On Friday, Graeff posted 17 assists
and 15 digs to lead the team in both
categories against MIT. Liz Santy also
tallied nine kills in the losing effort.
McDavid recorded the most kills for
the Bobcats against Endicott with nine,
while Graeff had another strong match,
putting up 22 assists and eight digs.
The team heads to Williamstown
on Friday for NESCAC weekend. They
will play Hamilton at 8:00 p.m. on Fri¬
day while they will consecutively face
Williams and Middlebury at 11:00 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m. The Bobcats will close out
their season the following weekend in
the NESCAC Tournament.

Wagner, Alexander Pace
Offense, Spaulding Spectacular
in Net During Soccer Streak
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

the first half. In the game’s first twenty min¬
utes both Alexander and Garguilo, assisted
by Wagner and Becky Macdonald ’07, re¬
spectively, found the back of the net, giving
the Bates women the early 2-0 lead.
In an entirely first-year affair, in the
dwindling minutes of the first half, Jen Ma¬
rino ’09 found Amy Werblin ’09 who scored
the second goal of her Bates career. Spald-

ing and Caitlin Demko ’09 split time in net
combining for seven saves and a shutout
victory.
The team has almost certainly secured
themselves a playoff berth, and has a good
chance of receiving home field advantage.
The Bobcats now boast a 10-3 overall re¬
cord, 5-3 in NESCAC, and next play archrival Colby College Saturday morning.
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Women's Tennis Competes at NEWITT
KRISTIN SAHAGIAN
SPORTS LAYOUT EDITOR

Last Saturday and Sunday, Oct 15 and
16, 2005, the Women’s tennis competed in
their last match of the fall season at Am¬
herst College. At the New England Wom¬
en’s Intercollegiate Tennis Tournament,
better known to the players as NEWITT,
the Bates team put up a strong first show¬
ing on Saturday, but failed to deliver on
Sunday.
On Saturday, Bates finished with four
quarterfinal-winner hopefuls. Cecilia Grissa ’08, Bates number one women’s player,
defeated Louise Taylor of Salve Regina 62, 6-0 in her first match. Soon after, in her
second singles match of the tournament,
Grissa trounced Brenna Driscoll of Trinity
6-4, 4-6, 1-0 (10-3), advancing on to the
quarterfinals.
Also moving on to the quarterfinals
was Christina Chow ’09, Bates number
two spot, after having beaten Regis Col¬
lege’s Lorena Asslani 6-0, 6-0. Following

Chow to the quarterfinals also, were Caryn
Benisch, the number four singles player, as
well as Bates number three doubles team
of Mallika Raghavan ’08 and Liz Fleming
’08, who defeated Wellesley’s Jane BoothTobin and Hsien-Ying Chem 8-4.
After a trying day, the players rested
up, trying to get in mindset for the next
day’s quarterfinal play.
Sunday came
soon, bringing with it an end to any Bates
player’s hope of winning NEWITT.
Grissa, up first, faced a tough oppo¬
nent in Brandeis Jen Krueger, with the
outcome being 6-4, 6-1. She put up a
good fight, but fell early in the tournament
to Krueger, who went on to compete and
lose in the semi-finals.
Up next after Grissa, Chow was pitted
against Courtney Farrell of Babson College
for a demanding number two spot quar¬
terfinal match. Like Grissa, Chow lost to
her opponent, 6-3, 6-0. Farrell proceeded
on to the semi-finals, where she was also
handed defeat.
The number four quarterfinal match

was perhaps the most tense Bates match,
with Benisch losing narrowly to Annie
Hancock of Williams, 3-6, 6-3, 1-0 (10-7).
Hancock too, went on to the semi-finals
and lost.
Bates only double team that made it
to the quarterfinals, Raghavan and Flem¬
ing, were defeated by Holly Bawden and
Danielle Coleman of Conn College, 8-5.
Bawden and Colemen also lost once they
reached the semi-finals.
Overall, Amherst dominated the tour¬
nament, winning three of the six singles
matches, as well as the top two out of
three doubles sets. Williams won the third
doubles set, as well as the number two
singles spot. Middlebury College walked
away with a win in the number six singles
spot, and Connecticut College ended the
tournament with a win in the number
one singles spot. This was the final set of
matches for the fall season, the team will
be training over the winter season, and
will resume official play in the spring.

Morin's Offensive Fireworks Lead Men's Soccer
in 2-1-1 Stretch Against Tough Opponents
CHRIS NELSON
STAFF WRITER

As they head into the final week of the
regular season, men’s soccer sits at a record
of 8 3-2 (3-3-2 in the NESCAC). This puts
them in good position to make a run at the
playoffs.
However, even with a record of 2-1-1
over the last two weeks, the Bobcats failed

to make any progress in the NESCAC stand¬
ings. In the last two weeks, Bates traveled
to University of Maine-Farmington and Wes¬
leyan before returning home for two games.
On Oct. 12, Bates went to UMF for an outof-conference game against the Beavers.
The Bobcats walked away with a 5-0 victo¬
ry getting goals from four different players.
Kyle Rushton ’07 led the offensive assault
for Bates with two goals.

Bentley Business Gateway.
It’s a better answer than
“I don’t know.”

So what are you doing after graduation? If you think you might be interested
in a business career, we have three words for you: Bentley Business Gateway.
Our new summer immersion program is designed to put non-business majors
on the fast track toward a graduate business degree in Accountancy, Finance,
Financial Planning, Marketing Analytics, Real Estate Management or Taxation.
Offered by one of New England’s leading business universities, the Bentley
Business Gateway program enables you to:
• Complete the prerequisites for a Master of Science in just one summer
• Enter the Bentley MS program of your choice without taking the GMAT
• Complete your Bentley MS program in as little as one year, including an internship
• Investigate business careers, network with faculty and business leaders and
participate in social and cultural events on campus and in the Boston area.

You may be graduating from college fluent in
the language of William Shakespeare, Adam
Smith or Sir Isaac Newton. Now, in just one
summer, Bentley will prepare you to speak the
language of finance, marketing and accounting.

BENTLEY
McCALLUM GRADUATE
SCHOOL of BUSINESS

Business in a Whole New Light'
Learn more about the Bentley Business Gateway at the Graduate School Fair
at the Gray Athletic Building on October 25 from 11:00am -1:30pm

Also scoring were Duane Pelz ’08, Brent
Morin ’08, and Atdhe Matoshi ’07. Goalies
Aaron Schleicher ’08 and Rob Munro ’08
split time in front of the net for the Bobcats
each contributing one save in the shutout.
In a more highly contested match on
Oct. 15, Bates battled Wesleyan in a
game that took place at Connecticut Col¬
lege. The two upper-tier NESCAC schools
battled to a 2-2 tie in a game in which
Bates squandered leads of 1-0 and 2-1.
Terence O’Connell ’06 scored his team-lead¬
ing ninth goal of the season for the Bobcats
to open the scoring, and Duane Pelz ’08
gave Bates a 2-1 lead with his third goal
of the season. However, Wesleyan’s Morgan
Owen tied the game up at two, where the
score would remain. Schleicher made eight
saves for the Bobcats while Matt Gnall
came up with five saves for the Cardinals.
On Oct. 19, the Bobcats returned home
for a game against a high-quality out-ofconference opponent, Plymouth State.
Plymouth State entered the game at 9-1-3
and was ranked in several polls. Fortunate¬
ly, the Bobcats came to play and built a 2-0
halftime lead on the strength of goals from
O’Connell (his conference-leading 10th)
and Morin.
Plymouth State finally got on the board
14 minutes into the second half when Alex
Marin netted a goal. However, Bates was
quick to respond as Morin tacked on two
more goals for his first career hat trick. His
third goal of the game also tied him with
O’Connell for the team and conference lead
in goals. Plymouth State would score once
more to end the scoring in a 4-2 Bates victory.
Unfortunately, the Bobcats were unable to
carry over the momentum from their big
victory into the game against Middlebury.
The Panthers built a 4-0 lead against the
Bobcats and cruised to a 4-2 victory. The
Middlebury output was the most goals
Bates has surrendered all year. Derek Cece
led the Middlebury charge with two goals
as the Panthers improved to 9-3 overall, 62 in NESCAC play. Bates staged a come¬
back late in the second half, but in the
end the Middlebury lead was too large to
overcome. Morin scored his team-lead¬
ing 11th goal in the contest, and Greg
Nelson ’09 scored his first career goal
with just under seven minutes left in the
game. The loss dropped Bates to 8-3 2, set¬
ting up a crucial showdown with Colby.
The Bobcats as they travel to Colby on Sat¬
urday in a game that will determine if the
Bobcats can finish above .500 in the NES¬
CAC.

Men's
Rugby
Falls in
Qualifier
JEN MCINNIS
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

This has proved to be a particularly try¬
ing year for men’s rugby. Within the first few
weeks of the season, the coach quit, leaving
the men stranded without one solid form of
guidance. The team also spent the majority
of the season practicing without a pitch of
their own, thus drastically suffering from can¬
celled practices and games. To add to these
particularly frustrating upsets, the team lost
several key players some who went abroad
while others, including forwards’ captain Ty
Lapettito, were benched due to injuries.
However, new hope for the team
emerged when the women’s rugby coach,
Sam Farell, agreed to help out the men’s dire
situation by coaching the team for an hour
every day. His efforts, along with the contri¬
butions from new forwards’ captain Andrew
Jacobs ‘07, backs’ captain Bob Emery ’07 as
well as president Nate Earle ’07 who ran
practices for a large portion of the season,
helped salvage the team.
Last week, the team put forth a valiant at¬
tempt but unfortunately came short of a win
in the New England Rugby Football League
(NERFL) plate qualifier. The loss was particu¬
larly disappointing as the men lost to UMF
34-15 when they had just recently defeated
the same UMF team 13-8 last week.
Unfortunately, the team just couldn’t
cut a break for this vital match, Chris Thiele
noted, as the team had several adverse fac¬
tors working against them. “Earle, a stand¬
out player, was sidelined with a broken si¬
nus bone, while several other players had
returned home for the break and couldn’t
play. Many of the players that were able to
compete were not able to come to practice
before the match since they went home for
the break. So we had to start several players
in positions they weren’t extremely familiar
with, making it difficult to control the mo¬
mentum of the game,” Thiele remarked.
Despite these inopportune circumstanc¬
es, the team made the best of their situa¬
tion. While they did not emerge with a win,
many players still had notable performances,
including Cavan Boyle ’09, who made an in¬
credible steal on a play and ran most of the
length of the field for an impressive try. Sam
Milder ’06 and Jon Gay ’06 also contributed
to the match consistently and notably per¬
forming throughout.
While this match marked a fateful end to
the 2005 season, the team is already eager¬
ly looking to improve for next season. For
starters, the team is working to strengthen
their alumni bonds in hopes of attaining ad¬
ditional funds for their small budget. The
men also plan to work and practice even
harder, especially in the off-season. Earle
notes, “with only one more rugby season left
in my Bates career, I want to make sure that
we will come out on top next season by all
means. We will be working hard throughout
the off-season to make sure Colby, Bowdoin
and everyone else will fear us next year. We
will be the team to beat.”
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Golf Team Women's XC Finishes Third at State Meet
Ends Season
at NEIGA
SCOTT PRIEST

JEN MCINNIS
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Last week marked the end of the 2005 golf
season when the team placed 21st among Divi¬
sion III teams in the New England Intercolle¬
giate Golf Association Championship.
Five men competed in the tournament:
Alex Jacobson ’08, Chris Foster ’07, Jake Cox
’08, Sam Haaz ’06 and Nate Purinton ’06. Jacob¬
son led tire team by shooting a two-day total
of 167 (83, 84) and placing I21st overall, tying
for 70th among Division III players. Foster fol¬
lowed Jacobson’s lead finishing with a score of
172 and placing 154th overall while Cox was
not far behind shooting 173 and placing 165th
overall. Both Haaz and Purinton followed suit
shooting 179 and 181 and placing 198th and
206th, respectively. The combined scores gave
Bates a two-day overall score of 688 placing
them 40th among all competing schools in the
championship.
“NEIGA's were tough on us this year as we
entered the tourney with a lot of confidence.
Collectively, we struggled with the weather con¬
ditions and were just plain rusty due to the in¬
activity of the previous week,” noted Purinton.
The team’s final performance in the NEIGA
championship is not an accurate reflection of
the team’s overall performance this year. With
such impressive accomplishments as beating
Bowdoin in the last two tournaments as well
as the victory at the USM tournament, the golf
team competed as one of the best golf teams in
Bates history.
“We were a very balanced team, with five
or six guys capable of going low. Our depth
enabled us to compete with the most talented
of NESCAC teams. The go out and swing hard
attitude is very befitting of the 2005 squad; a
bunch of guys who hit the links, had a good
time, and turned heads with their performance,”
remarked Purinton. He also noted that “a tal¬
ented group of core players who will be re¬
turning next year - Alex Jacobson, Chris Foster,
and Jake Cox, guys who just go out and swing
hard.”
These three will lead the Bates golf team
next year as they look to contend at an even
higher level of competition than the 2005
team.

Aviva Goldstein ’08 led women’s cross coun¬
try to a third-place finish at the State of Maine
Championships last Saturday.
Goldstein earned fifth place out of 99 com¬
petitors, finishing the 5k course in a time of 19:58,
50 seconds better than the next Bobcat.
“Aviva had a huge race,” said head coach Jay
Hartshorn. “She ran really well and moved up the
whole race and then in the last 400 meters passed
two more people for an finish.”
Following Goldstein was a cluster of Bobcats
finishing in places 16 through 22. Kim Whipkey
’06, the team’s steadiest competitor, was still able
to grab l6th place with a time of 20:49 despite
fighting sickness throughout die previous week’s
practices. Rachel Judson’07 and Kathryn Moore
’07, last week’s top Bobcat from the Open New
England Championships, the week before, fin¬
ished in 18dt and 19th respectively.
Krista Stafstrom ’09 made her top-seven debut
with a time of 21:08, finishing fifth out of the Bates
competitors 22th overall.
“Krista ran really well," said Hartshorn. “She

Johnson Wins
-

JESSIE SAWYER
STAFF WRITER

At the State of Maine meet on Oct.
15, wet and muddy conditions once
again taunted men’s cross country, but
the Bobcats braced the challenge and
finished in second place. “Bates, al¬
though we did not win, had a good
performance and as a team took a step
in the right direction,” said captain Dan
Johnson ’06.
Johnson himself ran strong,
seizing a first place finish overall on
Colby’s 8 km course. His time of 25:59
earned him all-state honors. Johnson
won the State of Maine meet last year, as
well. Bowdoin captain Andrew Combs
’06 placed second, trailing 36 seconds
behind Johnson at 26:31.
Including Combs, four Bowdoin
runners filled the top five slots. John
Hall ’08 took third at 26:41, Owen McK¬
enna ’07 took fourth at 26:44 and Nathan
Krah ’08 took fifth at 26:47.
Colby’s

Bobcat of
tbe Week
Brent Morin'08
Morin, a forward,
was named NESCAC
Player of the Week
for men's soccer.
Over the course of
two games, he tallied
four goals and two
assists, including a
hat trick in a 4-2 win
over Plymouth State.

Hartshorn, who graduated from Colby and served
as an assistant coach there after her time as a stu¬
dent. That, however, did not figure much into her
mind at the time of the competition.
“In terms of competing against Colby, it felt
like a non event to me. I’m good friends with
their coach but I don’t know any athletes on the
team and it’s been six years since I last worked
there so it feels like a long time ago. I really can’t
be anything but happy for them considering they
have had their rough years and overcome them:
in 2002 Colby was 12th at NESCAC’s and in 2004
they were 5th in the country. If anything, that
gives me motivation because I think that we are
only a couple athletes away from having a team
that could compete at the national level.”
Bates’ stature as measured nationally will be
shown in the coming weeks, as they wade through
regional championships in hopes of sending run¬
ners to Nationals. The NESCAC Championships,
hosted by Wesleyan, will be held on Saturday, Oct.
29. As usual, NESCAC’s will seive as a major test;
the Oct. 18 Division HI rankings found five NES¬
CAC schools listed in the national Top 25, includ¬
ing no. 1 Williams, and State Champion Colby at
no. 6.

obtained her fastest time of the year on the hardest
course we’ve run.”
Molly Balentine ’08 and Emily Williams ’07
concluded the top seven for the Bobcats, earning
points toward their team total with finishes in 26th
and 29th, respectively.
The host, Colby White Mules, ran away from
the competition with the top three finishers of the
race, including the individual winner Karen Prisby,
who crossed the line in 19:08. With points given
out for the place of a given team’s top seven fin¬
ishers, Colby’s meet winning 19 was a remarkable
accomplishment. Bowdoin finished second with
53 points while the Bobcats’ 79 allowed them to
easily defeat the remainder of the pack. USM
finished fourth, led by Sara Marzouk, whose 4th
place time of 19:58.86 bested Goldstein by just sixhundreths of a second.
“Our finish is what I expected,” said
Hartshorn. ‘We’ve been ranked 10th in a re¬
gion of about 40 schools since the beginning
of the season and we basically keep losing
to every team in front of us and then we beat
those teams ranked behind us, which is what we
did at State’s.”
The meet was a homecoming of sorts for
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John Swain ’08 placed sixth at a time of
26:56.
Steve Monsulick ’07 grabbed his third
all-state performance, placing seventh
overall with a time of 26:59- Not too far
behind, captain Matt Biggart ’06 finished
in 12th place at 27:14. Matt Dunlap ’08
and Alex Whalen ’08 followed Biggart in
times of 27:22 and 27:32, respectively.
Bowdoin won the meet with 29
points, followed by Bates’ 49 points.
Colby placed third at 79 points.. “Bow¬
doin, a team we had not faced all sea¬
son, had a great pack of runners and is
going to be a surprise at the [NESCAC
Championships],” commented Johnson.
This meet will be held on Oct. 29 at
Wesleyan. The team is looking forward
to the NESCAC Championships and the
rest of the Championship season.
“NESCAC is the best conference in
the [nation] in cross country and this is
always a very spirited meet.
We had
a strong performance at the State of
Maine meet and we hope to build off of

that heading into the rest of the season,”
stated coach A1 Fereshetian.
A constant concern about this sea¬
son has been the youth of the team and
whether the team can develop the depth
to compete at peak level. Fereshetian
emphasized that in the upcoming cham¬
pionship meets the team will need to
run well and that the Bobcats’ depth
must come through.
Fereshetian does not doubt the
team’s work ethic, which contribute as
the team’s greatest asset in the remain¬
der of the season. “The team has worked
hard to prepare for these meets so we
really hope to bring everything together
as we approach the end of the year,”
said Fereshetian.
Like Fereshetian, Johnson is optimis¬
tic about the team’s capabilities for the
NESCAC Championships. “There are go¬
ing to be some great performances at
this meet from the Bates team and now
we have the chance to make a couple of
surprises.”

Colon Hurt in Loss to Panthers
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16
lation, sending the game into overtime.
On the first play of overtime, Bates
running back Jamie Walker ’07 busted a 25yard run for a touchdown and kicker Tyler
Schmelz ’06 added a very important extra
point. Wesleyan scored a touchdown on
their drive, but the snap on the extra point
was botched and a desperate fling by the
holder into the endzone fell to the ground,
preserving a 30-29 Bates win.
The offense was led by Jamie Walker
’07 who had 19 carries for 109 yards and a
touchdown. Brandon Colon ’08 threw for 179
yards and 2 touchdowns. The defense had
one of the most outstanding performances
of the season turned in by linebacker Todd
Wilcox ’08, who had 13 tackles, 3 sacks and
an interception. Coach Mark Harriman com¬
mented about Wilcox’s performance, “Todd
had an outstanding game and continues to
improve weekly.” Ron DiGravio ’08 was also
a heavy contributor with 13 tackles and a
sack.
Unfortunately, the Bobcats could not
maintain the. momentum from the overtime
victory over Wesleyan in the weekend’s
home game against the Middlebury Pan¬
thers. The Panthers came to Garcelon Field
with a purpose and left with a 41-7 victory.
The loss moved Bates to 1-4 for the season,

while Middlebury gained their first victory of
the season in emphatic fashion.
The Panthers opened the scoring five
minutes into the first quarter with an touch¬
down pass. In one of the few bright mo¬
ments of the day for the Bobcats, quarter¬
back Colon found MacNamara for a 15-yard
touchdown pass. At this point, Middlebury
took control of the game with a dominant
running attack. The Panthers ended the
game with 50 carries for 182 yards on the
ground.
A major part of the problem with the
Bobcat offense was an injury suffered to
Colon. As Harriman stated, “He hurt his an¬
kle and could not throw effectively.” When
asked how this would affect the quarterback
position, Harriman said, “If he is healthy,
Brandon is our starter.” Hopefully, Colon
can find his way back on the field soon.
Bates had two key performers on of¬
fense in running backs Jamie Walker ’07 and
Shawki White ’09- Walker had 25 carries for
79 yards, while White put in 12 carries for
52 yards. Bodger had 14 tackles, leading the
defense. Other key contributors included de¬
fensive back Adam Kayce ’07 with 10 tackles
and Wilcox with nine tackles.
The Bobcats will be looking to rebound
next week on the road against Colby in the
first leg of the quest for the CBB title.
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Women's Soccer Rattles Off Four Straight
Wins Over Break; Outscore Opponents 10-1
MAC KING
STAFF WRITER

While the rest of the student body spent
this past October break engaging in rest¬
ing and relaxing activities away from the
friendly confines of the college, the Wom¬
en’s Soccer team remained hard at work on
campus. Saturday afternoon the Bobcats
played Middlebury College at home in front
of a small crowd of parents and fellow campus-grounded athletes. In a hotly contest¬
ed competition of NESCAC feline foes, the
Bobcats shutout the Panthers 2-0, bettering
their already impressive overall record to
10-3, 5-3 in NESCAC play.
The squad has scored the game’s first
goal in ten of the team’s past eleven con¬
tests. Things were no different this past
Saturday against the Panthers. After twenty
minutes of scoreless soccer, in the midst of
which the Panthers shanked a costly pen¬
alty shot, captain Jenna Benson ’06 scored
her first goal of the season, drilling a shot
from twenty-five yards out to give the Bob¬
cats the early lead. Then, midway through
the second half, scoring sensation Kim Al¬
exander ’07 tacked on another goal to the
team’s lead, putting the ball upper ninety
just beyond the Panther keeper’s reach.
Nini Spalding ’08, who opened the sea¬
son as the team’s backup goalie, played
fantastically in net, saving all fourteen shots

she faced and earning her third shutout
in as many games, and fourth on the sea¬
son. Meanwhile, the Bobcat’s offense outshot the Panthers 25-11. Alexander’s goal
marked her eleventh of the season, the
most goals she has scored in a season over
the course of her Bates career.
The Bobcats tallied another win on Sun¬
day with a victory over an Endicott squad
unbeaten in their last 12 contests, handing
the Gulls their first home loss in nearly a
year. After going down 1-0 in the game’s
forty-second minute, Jesse Gargiulo ’07 and
Molly Wagner ’08 scored goals to give the
Bates women the “W”.
The week prior to vacation the Bobcats
picked up back to back 3-0 victories versus
the University of Southern Maine at home
and against Wesleyan College in Connecti¬
cut.
Earning goals in the Thursday afternoon
USM game was Wagner, who scored in the
games sixth minute, Alexander and Coffin,
who knocked home a header on a Wagner
free kick. The Bobcats'-offense dominated
the Huskies taking an astounding 25 shots,
while the ever stout Bates defense held
USM to seven shots.
Saturday, the Bobcats faced a much
tougher opponent in the Wesleyan Cardi¬
nals, but the Bobcat’s score-early offense
secured the team a victory midway through
See Women's Soccer, page 13

ANDY JENNINGS / THE BATES STUDENT
Forward Jen Marino '09 hustles after the ball during women soccer's 3-0 win over USM.

Bobcats Whip Wesleyan; Pummelled By Panthers
PAT Block is Difference in Football's OT win Over Wesleyan;
Team is Steamrolled at Home by Middlebury
BRANDAN BLEVINS
STAFF WRITER

Last weekend, the football team traveled
to Trinity College to take on the Wesleyan
University Cardinals. The game was moved
from Wesleyan to Trinity due to the Cardi¬
nals’ home field being flooded. The Bobcats
certainly did not mind the arrangement as
they were able to take down Wesleyan 30-29
in an overtime thriller. The win moved the
Bobcats to a 1-3 overall record.
The Cardinals used a pounding ninning
game to gain a 13-0 advantage in the second
quarter. This large lead would not last long
though, as the Bobcats came up with a huge
play on defense. With 3:05 left in the first
half, Bates defensive lineman Terence Ryan
’07 sacked the Wesleyan quarterback, caus¬

ing a fumble at the Wesleyan 12-yard line.
Linebacker Dave Bodger ’06 recovered and
took it into the endzone for a score. Wes¬
leyan added a field goal before the break to
make the score at the half 16-6 Wesleyan.
Wide receiver Dylan MacNamara ’07
caught a 28-yard touchdown pass from
Brandan Colon ‘08 late in the third quarter
to narrow the Cardinals’ lead to just three
points. A 23-yard field goal from kicker Tyler
Schmelz ’06 tied the game early in the fourth
quarter. Bates took the lead with 1:36 left in
the fourth quarter as Colon found receiver
Dylan MacNamara ’07 30 yards downfield
for his second touchdown reception of the
game. The excitement was not over though,
as the Cardinals found a touchdown pass of
their own with just nine seconds left in reguSee Football, page 15

Chandler's OT Goal Lifts Field Hockey OverWesleyan;
Fall 8-1 to Motivated Middlebury Squad
JOHN MCNULTY
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR

Over the past two weeks, field hockey
played four games, winning two while los¬
ing to top NESCAC opponents Bowdoin and
Middlebury. Currently, the team’s record
stands at 5-7, with a 2-6 mark against NES¬
CAC teams.
Before break, the team hosted an unde¬
feated Bowdoin squad at McDuffee Field.
The first half was tightly contested, with both
teams pressuring offensively. Bates had six
shots, but was unable to convert on any of
them. The Polar Bears, on the other hand,
managed to tally one goal when Meghan
Gormley scored midway through the half.
But after halftime, Bowdoin took control
of the game. “Bowdoin picked up their level

of play and we weren’t able to match them,”
said Coach Wynn Hohlt. The Bobcats man¬
aged only one shot in the second half, as
they were constantly being pinned in their
own half of the field by the relentless Po¬
lar Bear attack. Gormley scored her second
goal of the game midway through the half,
and Lindsay McNamera added a late insur¬
ance goal. Once the game ended, Bowdoin,
ranked fourth in the nation, defending their
undefeated title with a 3-0 win.
Despite the loss, Sarah Judice ’06 had
a solid game in net, saving ten shots. Her
play in the net gave the Bobcats a gleam of
hope. But the Bobcats were still outgunned
for most of the game, especially on penalty
corners, where Bowdoin had a 13-4 advanSee Field Hockey, page 13

Rowers Fare Well at Head of the Charles Regatta
JOHN MCNULTY
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR

Rowers in Warmup prior to the Head of the Charles Regatta.

Rowing got their season started in a
somewhat belated fashion when they com¬
peted at the 4lst annual Head of the Charles
Regatta, one of the world’s largest and most
famous rowing spectacles. It was the first
major race of the season for the rowers, as
the New Hampshire Championship, which
was scheduled to be held on Oct. 15, was
canceled due to high water levels on the
Androscoggin Rivers, a result of heavy rains
earlier in the week.
Both teams rowed in raw conditions on
Sunday. This only made things more dif¬
ficult, as the course has a number of chal¬
lenging turns, including a 90 degree and a

180 degree bend.
In spite of this, both teams managed
to do quite well, despite a penalty on the
women’s team. Competing in the Men’s
Collegiate Eight, the team of Brian Klein
’09, Charlie Biddle ’09, Tim Austin ’06, Jon
Blanchard ’08, Tim Henderson ’09, Colin
Hollister ’06, Nate Hubbell ’06 Justin Streen
’06, and coxswain Christian Ford ’08 fin¬
ished 20th out of 41 teams.
Their overall time was 16:47.47 for the
three-mile course, which starts at the Bos¬
ton University Boathouse along the Charles
River and winds through Boston and Cam¬
bridge. They placed 14th among American
crews and third among Division III schools,
less than a tenth of a second behind the
See Rowing, page 13

